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Abstrat
Researh undertaken for this thesis aimed to detet and identify stellar variability in the
database of the Japan/New Zealand MOA ollaboration. The database of stars olleted
by the MOA projet provided an extensive soure of raw data for analysis. Detetion of
stellar variability was performed by several C
++
programs reated by the author, whih
inorporated the Welh and Stetson variability index, the Shwarzenburg-Czerny period
folding program, a mirolensing modelling program and a transit detetion program.
The searh for stellar variability produed 83 Cepheid variables, 265 long period vari-
ables, 59 elipsing binaries and 6 potential mirolensing events. Sixteen potentially in-
teresting variations that ould orrespond to planetary transits were also deteted. The
folded lighturve of one of the potential transits was ategorised as a `very interesting
transit' and 15 were ategorised as `interesting transits'. The searh for planetary transits
ultimately proved unsuessful, however, a detailed statistial study of the MOA data
revealed several alterations onerning observational proedures whih ould be made to
optimise the MOA data for any future searh for planetary transits.
Prefae
This thesis is the ulmination of two years researh undertaken as part of the MOA
ollaboration, whih omprises numerous Japanese and New Zealand sientists and as-
tronomers. Over the ourse of these two years, the author has been atively involved with
the MOA projet, and has undertaken several trips to Mt John University Observatory
as part of the researh programme. Researh for this thesis omprised several aspets, in-
luding searhing the arhives of the MOA projet for variable stars, mirolensing events
and planetary transits.
Another important researh element was to test the software developed by Mihael
Reid. This involved running the Vitoria University data redution pipeline on real data
olleted by the MOA projet at Mt John University Observatory. One the pipeline
output had been plaed into the StarBase database, software was developed to identify
variable stars.
During the ourse of this researh, it beame apparent that there had been little su-
ess in identifying planetary transits from ground-based observations. Consequently, a
program whih searhed for these events was developed and it was used on suitable sets of
images that had been redued using Ian Bond's dierene imaging software. Although the
searh was not fruitful, it demonstrated that it is possible to loate extrasolar planetary
transit events from ground-based observations.
While a member of the MOA projet the author has been involved in 4 publiations.
1. Bond, I., . . .Wilkinson, S., . . . (and 28 others { the MOA ollaboration). Study by MOA
of extrasolar planets in gravitational mirolensing events of high magniation, MNRAS
(2002), 333, pp71{83.
2. Bond, I., . . .Wilkinson, S., . . . (and 20 others { the MOA ollaboration). Improving
the prospets for deteting extrasolar planets in gravitational mirolensing events in 2002,
MNRAS (2002), 331, ppL19{L23.
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ollaboration). Study of
variable stars in the MOA data base: long-period red variables in the Large Magellani
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4. Bond, I., . . .Wilkinson, S., . . . (and 28 others { the MOA 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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 MOA (Mirolensing Observations in Astrophysis)
The MOA ollaboration was formed in 1995 with the objetive of observing gravita-
tional mirolensing events. A joint Japanese and New Zealand ollaboration, the projet
urrently omprises aademis, students and sta from Nagoya and Tohoku Universities
in Japan, the University of Aukland, Vitoria University of Wellington, Canterbury Uni-
versity in New Zealand, Mount John University Observatory (MJUO) and, until reently,
Carter Observatory in New Zealand.
Gravitational mirolensing refers to the deetion of light from a luminous (soure)
objet by a massive lensing objet whih lies diretly between the observer and the soure
objet. The investigation of mirolensing events was suggested as a possible method for
deteting non-luminous or faint objets, whih ontribute to galati halo dark matter.
In order to detet these rare events, millions of stars must be observed over a time sale
of hours to years. In reent years, mirolensing has also beome a method for deteting
extrasolar planets. A detailed disussion of the history, appliations, and physis of
gravitational mirolensing will be presented in hapter 4.
1.1.1 Mount John University Observatory
The MOA projet makes observations from MJUO, whih is operated by the Depart-
ment of Physis and Astronomy of the University of Canterbury. MJUO is loated in the
entre of the South Island of New Zealand and urrently runs the three most powerful
telesopes in New Zealand, inluding the telesope alloated for MOA observations.
An important quality for an observation site is the angular resolution or `seeing on-
ditions'. Astronomers use the term `seeing onditions' to desribe the eets of lear air
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Figure 1.1: Seeing onditions at Mount John University Observatory from 1992 to 1998. (data ourtesy
of John Prithard, University of Canterbury).
atmospheri turbulene on imaging, whih auses rapid hanges (up to 30Hz) in the
apparent position of an objet. Relatively long exposure observations reord the resulting
ux prole as an approximately Gaussian point spread funtion (PSF) entred on the
position of the objet. The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian ux
distribution is used to estimate the seeing onditions measured in units of angular dis-
plaement. Sites with good seeing onditions are loated at high altitudes, as this redues
the amount of atmosphere that light has to pass through in order to reah the telesope.
Good seeing sites also have low levels of atmospheri turbulene in the atmosphere above
the site; both low altitude and turbulent atmospheres have a detrimental eet on the
quality of the observations. Seeing onditions at MJUO are rarely better than 2 ar-
seonds, but a signiant fration of lear nights are between 2 and 3 arseonds (see
gure 1.1).
1.1.2 The MOA Boller & Chivens telesope
The MOA projet's observations were made using a 61m Boller and Chivens (B&C)
assegrain reetor loated at MJUO. The telesope was originally purhased by MJUO
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in 1975. In 1997 the MOA ollaboration inreased the telesope's eld of view by reduing
the foal ratio from f=13:5 to f=6:25, and installed a vastly improved omputer ontrolled
guidane system.
1.1.3 MOA-am1
The MOA-am1 CCD amera was installed in 1996 and was used by the MOA projet
until 1998, when it was replaed with MOA-am2. When MOA-am1 was installed on
the B&C telesope, the foal ratio of f=13:5 produed a full eld of view of 30
0
 30
0
,
with an individual pixel sale of 0.3 arse/pixel. The telesope's foal ratio alteration
from f=13:5 to f=6:25 hanged the eld of view to 0.97
Æ
 0.98
Æ
, with a pixel sale of
0.65 arse/pixel. This hange in optis inreased the eld of view by a fator of four,
inreasing the number of stars observed in one observation by a similar fator.
Construted and installed by Japanese members of the MOA projet, MOA-am1
omprised nine CCD hips in a 3  3 grid. The CCDs were Texas Instrument TC 215
CCD hips onsisting of 1000  1018, 12  12m pixels. Eah individual CCD hip was
plaed 800 pixels in right asension and 812 pixels in delination from adjaent hips.
To over the area lost between the CCD hips, the CCD array was stepped through
four positions eah overlapping the previous position by 100 pixels. The nine 1000 
1018 CCDs stepped through the four positions resulted in a mosai of 36 CCD images
(gure 1.2). Typially a single 36-frame set observed towards the Large Magellani Cloud
(LMC) would ontain approximately 400,000 stars.
1.1.4 MOA-am2
In 1998 a new CCD amera, MOA-am2, replaed MOA-am1. MOA-am2 onsists
of three individual CCDs whih were aligned parallel to and onneted to the adjaent
CCDs. The CCDs were abutted, thinned, bak illuminated, Sienti Imaging Tehnolo-
gies (SITe) ST-002A CCD hips onsisting of 2048 4096, 15  15m pixels (Yanagisawa
et al. 2000). The alignment of the CCDs in a single row (gure 1.3) results in a total
area of 6144  4096 pixels. However, the three CCDs have a small area of `dead spae',
between the ative areas of the CCD hips of 100m (7 pixels). The MOA-am2 CCDs
ombined with the B & C telesope and f=6:25 optis results in a full eld of view for
the three hips of 0.92
Æ
 1.39
Æ
from individual pixels of 0.81 arse/pixel.
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Figure 1.2: This gure shows the layout of the nine CCDs that make up MOA-am1 and how they are
stepped through four positions to over the target area. All distanes are given in pixel widths. The
vertial and horizontal sales of the this gure dier by approximately 25% in order to emphasise the
dierene in size of the vertial and horizontal axes. Credit Mihael Reid (Reid 2002), reprodued with
permission
Figure 1.3: This gure shows the layout of the three CCDs that make up MOA-am2. All distanes
are given in pixel widths. Adapted from Mihael Reid (Reid 2002), reprodued with permission
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1.1.5 MOA lters
Observations made by the MOA projet were olleted by observing through one of
two ustom-made ultra-broadband lters. The MOA-Blue lter overs wavelengths from
400 { 630 nm and the MOA-Red lter overs wavelengths from 630 { 1000nm.
Figure 1.4: The gure shows the transmission for both of the MOA lter as a funtion of wavelength.
1.1.6 Observation elds
For approximately 8 months of the year, the MOA projet targets the Galati Bulge
when it has attained suÆient altitude for observational purposes. MOA also targets
both the LMC and Small Magellani Cloud (SMC). Beause of the southern latitude of
Mount John University Observatory (43
Æ
59.2
0
S), the MOA projet is able to usefully
observe the LMC and SMC for the entire alendar year. The rst ombination of tele-
sope (foal ratio f/13.5) and amera (MOA-am1) observed three LMC elds, while the
seond ombination of telesope (foal ratio f/6.25) and amera (MOA-am1) observed
three elds in the LMC and two elds in the SMC. To date, the ombination of telesope
(f/6.25) and amera (MOA-am2) used by the MOA projet observes sixteen LMC elds,
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nlm 1
ngb 2{1
ngb 2{2
ngb 2{3
ngb 1{1
ngb 1{2
ngb 1{3
Figure 1.5: The position of the 1997 nlm 1 and 2000 ngb 1 and ngb 2 elds are shown against the
bakground images taken from the ESO online digitized sky survey. In the image on the right the
approximate positions of the individual MOA-am2 CCDs are shown.
NGC 3201
Figure 1.6: The position of the NGC 3201 alibration eld is shown against the bakground image of
the NGC 3201 globular luster taken by the MOA projet. This is the region given by Alaimo et al
(1989).
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eight SMC elds, and fourteen Galati Bulge elds. In addition to observing the stan-
dard MOA elds, the MOA projet has also made observations of the globular luster
NGC 3201, whih were used to alibrate the MOA data. MOA also observes other targets
of opportunity suh as mirolensing events deteted by similar projets and Gamma Ray
Bursts (GRBs).
1.1.7 Calibration
When a single star is observed with dierent instruments in dierent loations, the two
resulting data sets annot be ompared until they have been alibrated. Calibrations
investigate how the detetion instruments and atmospheri extintion aet the data
olleted at any given site. In order to perform a alibration, `standard' stars with known
properties need to be observed. The results of these observations are ompared to earlier
observational data whih used standard photometri lters and detetion instruments.
The dierenes between the urrent non-standard observations and the so-alled standard
observations are used to alulate photometri transformations, whih enable estimates
of the observations that would have been made using standard lters and instruments.
1.1.8 Data storage
Observations made with the MOA CCD amera are stored as FITS (Flexible Image
Transport System) images (Wells, Gresien & Harten 1981). Astronomial data is stored in
the FITS format as a multidimensional binary array with an ASCII text header ontaining
approved keywords. The ASCII text header was inluded in the FITS format so that
information about the data ould be transferred with the array and easily interpreted.
FITS image headers are in the format
Keyword = value / omment
The FITS format was established as a standard when it was endorsed by the Interna-
tional Astronomial Union in 1982, and it was reated in suh a way that modiations
ould be made, so that the format ould adapt readily to new astronomial developments.
A MOA 2048  4096 pixel Galati Bulge image ontains approximately 200,000 stars,
and reates an approximately 16 Mb FITS image. Eah image from one night of observa-
tion is stored on a Sun Mirosystems e450 UltraSPARC II omputer with 300 Gb of disk
spae. Reent observations are stored on the same omputer until 40 Gb of ompressed
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data
1
have been aquired, when it is then opied to Digital Linear Tape (DLT). The
MOA projet urrently holds >40 DLTs (orresponding to > 100000 images) in arhive
storage.
1
Raw images have their physial memory size redued by using a ompression program. The MOA
projet uses the GNU gzip program found on UNIX systems.
Chapter 2
The MOA CCD data redution
pipeline
2.1 Astronomial measurement
2.1.1 Brightness
The astronomial magnitude sale was rst introdued by the Greek astronomer Hip-
parhus in 129 B.C., in order to ompare the brightness of various stellar objets. The
original sale ranged from stars `of the rst magnitude' (brightest) to stars `of the sixth
magnitude' (dimmest). The Italian astronomer Galileo's invention of the telesope in
1610 allowed stars fainter than sixth magnitude to be observed, therefore, the magni-
tude sale was extended to stars `of the seventh magnitude'. As telesope tehnology
advaned, fainter stars were able to be observed and the magnitude sale was again ex-
tended further. In 1856, Norman Pogson, an Oxford astronomer, formally dened the
logarithmi magnitude sale by equating a dierene of ve magnitudes to a brightness
ratio of a 100. This magnitude sale desribes the apparent magnitude of an objet as
seen from the Earth but gives no indiation of distane. Introduing the absolute mag-
nitude sale normalized the brightness of stellar objets with respet to distane. The
absolute magnitude of an objet is its apparent magnitude measured from a standard
observer distane of 10 parse (32.6 lightyears).
An astronomial objet's brightness is also measured in ux (for point soures); it has
the physial units of Watts per square meter and measures the energy per unit time of
eletromagneti radiation whih passes through a unit perpendiular area. The apparent
magnitude dierene between two objets m, is related to this ux dierene by the
equation
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m = m
1
 m
2
=  2:5 log
10
(f
1
=f
2
) (2.1)
where m
1
and f
1
is the apparent magnitude and ux, respetively, of the measured
objet and m
2
and f
2
is the apparent magnitude and ux of a omparison objet.
2.1.2 Time
A standard measure of time in astronomy is the Julian day, in whih a single Julian day
is equal to one Earth solar day (24 hours). The Julian day is a ontinuous ount of the
number of days sine Julian day 0, whih began at noon on the 24
th
of November -4713
1
at Greenwih, England, (an arbitrary date, but suÆiently far bak in time to over all
reorded astronomial phenomena) and is an integer number that equals the number of
whole days elapsed sine Julian day 0. The Julian Date (JD) equals the number of whole
days, plus the fration of the day past when the time was reorded. It is advantageous to
utilise the Julian Date system instead of a onventional time reording system, beause
it is a ontinuous reord whih makes it easy to use in mathematial equations. One
advantage of using Julian Dates is a new Julian day begins at noon Greenwih Mean
Time (GMT), whih is during daylight hours (for European observers) and not at night,
when most observing takes plae.
However, the Julian Date system has its disadvantages too, the primary one being
that the ontinuous ount of days from Julian day 0 produes a large number to the
urrent epoh, whih results in digit overow when using single preision storage in most
omputer programming languages. Moreover, as the MOA projet operates from Mt
John in New Zealand, whih is approximately half a day ahead of GMT, a new Julian
day begins at midnight, when most observing takes plae. In order to alleviate these
problems, the MOA projet resorted to using the Modied Julian Date (MJD), whih is
related to the Julian Date (JD) by MJD = JD   2400000:5.
2.2 Data redution
The proess of data redution onverts astronomial observations into results for anal-
ysis and interpretation. Data are olleted by the MOA projet by means of a telesope
and CCD system whih produes digital images, that are stored in the standard FITS
format. Data redution for the MOA projet requires transforming digital images into
1
Prolepti Julian alendar.
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brightness (and its unertainty) and position measurements for eah of the objets found
in the image. The MOA projet runs a real time searh for mirolensing events toward
the Galati Bulge (Bond et al. 2001), whih requires fast redution of multiple images.
Follow up analysis of the MOA data searhes for extrasolar planets, whih requires easily
aessible aurate data
2
.
2.2.1 DAOphot
The DAOphot image redution software was reated by Canadian astronomer Peter
Stetson, and uses Point Spread Funtion (PSF) tting to model objets from CCD images
(Stetson 1987). The program searhes for stellar objets by tting a Gaussian PSF to
every obvious stellar image in the image and a table of numerial values are used to
represent how well the Gaussian funtion ts the area surrounding the seleted pixels. If
the numerial value suggests a good t, the brightness of the objet is alulated from
the height of the Gaussian funtion at its entre. Fitted objets are then subtrated from
the image and passed through DAOphot again to searh for fainter objets. Images from
the alibration eld NGC 3201 were redued using DAOphot II software (gure 3.2).
2.2.2 DoPHOT
PSF tting is also used by DoPHOT, in order to alulate the brightness and shape
of the objets observed. The DoPHOT data redution program was originally developed
by astronomers Paul Shehter, Mario Mateo and Abi Saha for the purpose of lassifying
objets as stars and galaxies, and to ollet stellar photometry using non-regular PSFs
(Shehter, Mateo & Saha 1993). DoPHOT ts objets to a model with six parameters:
x and y position, total intensity and the shape parameters of height, width and tilt. By
tting the model to objets above a high threshold value, the typial shape of objets in
the image are able to be determined. The tted model is then subtrated from the image
and the tting of objets above a lower threshold begins. This proess ontinues until all
identied objets in the image have been modelled and subtrated. Images from the LMC
olleted during 1997 were redued using the DoPHOT redution software. DoPHOT is
signiantly faster than DAOphot II, but usually makes less aurate measurements in
rowded elds, primarily due to the less sophistiated PSF used.
2
Searhing for extrasolar planets using the mirolensing and planetary transit methods requires pho-
tometry with deviations in brightness of less than 1%
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2.2.3 Dierene imaging
Dierene imaging is the proess of subtrating two images and investigating the sub-
trated image for any residual dierenes. The rst of the two images is a referene image
whih is reated by `staking' a series of images olleted during good seeing onditions.
The referene image sets the base level magnitude values for all the objets found in the
image and all subsequent measurements of brightness are relative to the referene image.
Images olleted separately from the referene image are related to the referene image
by
i(x; y) = r(x; y)
 k(x; y) + b(x; y) (2.2)
where i is the separately olleted (urrent) image and r is the referene image. The dif-
ferene in the seeing onditions between the two images is represented by the onvolution
kernel k, and b the dierene in bakground values. The 
 symbol represents the onvo-
lution. When the urrent image is subtrated from the referene image with a orretly
alulated onvolution kernel, in theory any onstant stars will be removed leaving only
those stars whih have varied in brightness. A version of dierene imaging (designed
by Ian Bond of the MOA projet) is urrently being used at MJUO to provide real-time
analysis of MOA images from the Galati Bulge (Bond et al. 2001). Data gathered from
the MOA Galati Bulge elds were used in the searh for planetary transits (desribed
in setion 5.3.2). The CCD frames were redued on site using the dierene imaging
proedure.
2.2.4 The Vitoria University Wellington data redution pipeline
A MOA data redution pipeline has been developed for the MOA projet by Mihael
Reid of Vitoria University Wellington and has been available for use sine April 2000
(Reid 2002). It was designed to be portable, easy to use and to produe high quality
photometry. The pipeline onsists of a PERL `wrapper' sript that alls programs written
in C and C
++
. Redution of data using the pipeline begins by running the PERL wrapper
program (pipeline.pl) with the name of a le ontaining a list of the images to be
redued as the only argument. The pipeline onsists of a series of proesses whih redues
the input FITS images to photometry stored in a database. The rst proess of the
pipeline heks the FITS image header for the orret keywords, and inserts the orret
keywords if if they are not found. Following this step, the images are `atelded', whih
removes any pixel-dependent gain disrepanies introdued by the instruments during
the olletion of the images. Smaller sub-images are then reated from the original 2048
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 4096 pixel FITS images (1000  1000 pixels is the default size), and are redued
3
into
text photometry les whih ontain brightness, unertainty in brightness and position
information for every objet found in the sub-image. The text les for eah sub-image
are ombined to reate a photometry le of the original FITS image. The nal proess of
the pipeline arhives the photometry in a database format that an be aessed using a
C
++
extration program. Eah of the proesses in the data redution pipeline an be run
as individual programs or they an be run olletively using the pipeline.pl wrapper
sript.
When an image is redued by the pipeline, two text les are produed whih ontain
the image's data. Brightness, error, and position values for eah objet found in the
image are stored in the <image name>.out le, while the <image name>.info le stores
information suh as the start time of the observation, the image's eld name and the
name of the lter through whih the stareld was observed
4
. A new database system
(StarBase) was designed as part of the data redution pipeline for arhiving MOA data.
Both the .out and .info les produed by the pipeline's image redution stage are plain
text les, whih allows observations in dierent formats to be onverted into .out and
.info les and stored in StarBase.
2.3 Analysis tools for redued data
The StarBase database was also developed by Mihael Reid of Vitoria University
Wellington (2002) to reord data that was produed from the MOA observations. Star-
Base was designed so that data ould be aessed using a basi C
++
extration program,
whih inluded funtions needed to retrieve time (Julian Date), brightness (magnitude),
the unertainty in brightness ( magnitude) and the lter information for observations
of every star reorded in the database. Information retrieved by the extration program
was stored in data arrays that ould be aessed for further analysis by other separate
funtions and programs. As part of the extration program, brightness data for eah star
was onverted from magnitude to ux and  magnitude to  ux, and time data was
onverted from Julian Date to the Modied Julian Date. A separate funtion alulated
the mean, median and standard deviation values of the brightness from the data arrays
reated by the extration program. This method of extration meant that using further
3
The data redution pipeline allows the use of DAOphot II, DoPHOT or dierene imaging for the
redution of the sub-images.
4
Examples of the .out and .info les produed by the pipeline's image redution are shown in
appendix A.1
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analytial tools whih made use of the alulated values and data arrays, ould be easily
added to the extration program.
Chapter 3
Misellaneous variable stars
3.1 Analysis tools used in searhing for variable stars
All stars display variations of brightness and olour in the ourse of their passage
through subsequent stages of stellar evolution. As a rule, however, a star is alled
variable when the brightness or olour variations are detetable on the time sales
of the order of the mean life time of man.
1
For a mirolensing survey to be suessful, it is neessary to observe millions of stars
over the time sale of years. A notable perentage of stars are known to vary signiantly
in brightness over time sales from minutes to years. Mirolensing surveys monitor large
numbers of stars, therefore numerous variable stars have been deteted during the ourse
of mirolensing projets. Pazynski's 1986 paper, `Gravitational mirolensing by the
galati halo', desribed a method for observing mirolensing events, and noted that new
variable stars would be disovered using the mirolensing survey method that he sug-
gested. Indeed, it is now ommonly believed that mirolensing projets have disovered
more variable stars than ever before.
3.1.1 Variability index
The Welh and Stetson variability index was designed for photometry olleted with
one or two lters, and obtained at many epohs (Welh & Stetson 1993). It produes
a numerial value to represent the degree of brightness variation, whih ours in the
objet's lighturve. The index (I) is alulated from the equation
1
Sterken & Jashek 1996.
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where b
i
and v
i
are the magnitude measurements from two observations of the same
star, losely spaed in time on some oasion i, and 
b;i
and 
v;i
are the respetive
unertainty values for the observations b
i
and v
i
. The variables b and v are the alulated
mean values of the magnitude for the total number of n observations.
The index was used in two dierent ways for the analysis of the MOA data. Data
olleted from the 1997 MOA LMC elds ontained approximately equal numbers of
observations taken through the MOA-red and MOA-blue lters. The data aquisition
proess reorded all the elds of one 36 image mosai observed through the MOA-red
lter, and then reorded the same elds observed through the MOA-blue lter. These
two sets of observations were assigned as one pair for the Welh and Stetson variability
index, where b
i
is the MOA-blue magnitude and v
i
is the MOA-red magnitude. Data
olleted from the 2000 Galati Bulge elds ontained approximately 10% MOA-blue
observations and approximately 90% MOA-red observations.
2
Therefore, the index only
utilises the MOA-red observations by making suessive MOA-red observations one pair,
where b
i
is the MOA-red magnitude and v
i
is b
i+1
.
Aording to Stetson (1996) this variability index requires that there be \two observa-
tions losely spaed in time on some oasion i". Data olleted from both the 1997 LMC
and 2000 Galati Bulge elds ontained observations separated by time intervals ranging
from one hour to several months. These variations in the time intervals were aused by
daylight hours (approximately 12 hours), full moons (approximately seven days) or teh-
nial problems with the observational equipment (whih ranged from one day to several
months). Consequently, observational pairs entered into the Welh and Stetson variable
index were restrited to those separated by less than one day. The alulation of the
variability index was inorporated as part of the author's C
++
extration program and
was also used by a separate program that searhed for variable stars as a referene for
likely andidates.
2
The perentage of MOA-red and MOA-blue observations was alulated from the 2000 Galati
Bulge eld ngb 1{1.
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3.1.2 Colour magnitude diagrams
A olour magnitude diagram is a tool often used by astronomers, as under suitable
irumstane it approximates to the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (H-R diagram). The H-
R diagram was rst oneived in 1911 by the Danish astronomer Ejnar Hertzsprung and,
independently in 1913, by the Amerian astronomer Henry Norris Russell. H-R diagrams
show the orrelation between total stellar energy output (usually the total photon energy)
and the surfae temperature of the star. In astronomial literature this an appear
in a variety of forms suh as absolute magnitude versus surfae temperature, absolute
magnitude versus spetral type or a olour magnitude diagram. Absolute magnitude
is the astronomial magnitude of an objet at a standard distane (10 parses) while
the H-R diagram onvention is to use a non-linear inverted temperature sale (whih
has its origins in using the spetral index of a stars as a temperature indiator). Stars
displayed on the H-R diagram are not randomly distributed, but fall into well-dened
groups. Eah group represents a dierent stage of stellar evolution and onsists of the
main sequene, red giants, red and blue super giants and white dwarfs. The Colour
Magnitude Diagram (CMD) attempts to approximate the H-R diagram by plotting the
instrumental magnitude or ux versus the olour index.
Observations olleted through dierent wavelength lters, suh as red and blue l-
ters, an be ompared in order to gauge the olour index of a star; when the dierene
in brightness between these observations is alulated the olour an be determined. Be-
ause the MOA projet uses both red and blue broadband lters, the olour index was
alulated by subtrating the MOA-red magnitudes from the MOA-blue magnitudes.
The instrumental olour index is a diret indiator of the stellar surfae temperature due
to the fat that the stellar surfae is approximately a blak body emitter; but the instru-
mental magnitude ontains both stellar luminosity and distane information. Thus, stars
displayed on the CMD will only approximate the H-R diagram if all the stars inluded
in the diagram are the same distane from the observer.
The MOA projet targets elds in the LMC, SMC and the globular luster NGC 3201.
All the stars observed within these elds are loated at approximately the same distane
to the Earth as the surrounding stars in eah eld, therefore, CMDs of these elds an
be reated and used as analytial tools. The MOA projet also targets elds towards the
Galati Bulge; however, as many of the stars are loated on the spiral arms as well as
in the Bulge itself, the stars vary in distane. The CMDs that were produed for this
thesis were obtained from images of the LMC and the globular luster NGC 3201. The
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Figure 3.1: The H-R diagram shows the majority of stars appear on the main sequene of the diagram,
with other groups of stars in the white dwarf, red giant and red and blue super giant areas.
globular luster NGC 3201 is loser to the Earth than the LMC
3
, thus stars with fainter
absolute magnitudes were able to be deteted. Beause of the large distane between the
Earth and the LMC, only the brighter stars in the giant branh and the top of the main
sequene were able to be deteted in the LMC elds (gure 3.3).
Figure 3.2 shows the CMD of the globular luster NGC 3201. The main sequene of
stars an be seen at the bottom of the diagram and they extend up to approximately
14
th
magnitude in MOA-red. Stars that are brighter than 14
th
magnitude belong to the
subgiant branh, whih turns bak toward the main sequene and the instability strip
3
The distanes from the Earth to the LMC and the globular luster NGC 3201 are 55 kp (Groe-
newegen & Oudmaijer 2000) and 5.2 kp (Harris 1996) respetively, where kp = 1000 parses.
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Figure 3.2: Colour magnitude diagram of the globular luster NGC 3201. The diagram shows the main
sequene turning o into the red giant branh, whih then urves bak toward the instability strip.
above the 12
th
magnitude. Beause of the large number of stars in eah eld, the CMDs
ould not be used diretly to searh for variable stars, but they ould be used to identify
the nature of the variable stars that were found. Long period variable stars are stars
in the red giant stage of stellar evolution whih are loated in a unique position on the
CMD. Figure 3.3 shows all the long period variable stars whih are positioned in the
giant branh of the MOA eld nlm 0{1. Cepheid variable stars oupy an area of the
CMD whih is referred to as the instability strip; this is loated in line with the main
sequene and level with the top of the giant branh. Figure 3.3 shows the MOA eld
nlm 0{1 Cepheid variables lustered in an area of the CMD, whih suggests the loation
of the instability strip.
The values required for produing a CMD were alulated by a funtion whih was
added to the C
++
extration program. This funtion alulated the olour dierene by
using the mean values of the MOA-red and MOA-blue observations whih were previ-
ously determined by the extration program. The mean magnitudes and mean olour
dierene values for eah star were stored in data arrays and written to a le alled
Colour<filter olour> <field name>.dat (desribed in appendix A.2) and then plot-
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Figure 3.3: Colour magnitude diagram of the MOA LMC eld nlm 0{1. The diagram shows the
position of variable stars found in the eld on the CMD .
ted by a PERL plotting sript whih uses the program suite PGPERL.
3.1.3 Period folding for periodi variables
The primary tool used in the searh for periodi variable stars was the period folding
program designed by Polish astrophysiist Alex Shwarzenberg-Czerny (Shwarzenberg-
Czerny 1996). It was designed for unevenly distributed observations and used the Analysis-
of-Variane (ANOVA) value to judge the quality of a t. The original version of Shwarzenberg-
Czerny's period folding program was downloaded as several C program les, whih
were onverted to C
++
and used together with the C
++
extration program. Data
arrays reated for eah star in the C
++
extration program were passed through the
Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program, provided they had a variable index above
a minimum threshold limit.
4
An ANOVA value was alulated for eah star anal-
ysed by the period folding program and a minimum threshold level was plaed on the
4
The lower threshold limit for the variable index was adjusted for dierent elds, to remove stars
with low values of the variable index (bottom 90% of indies).
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values. Consequently, stars whih were unlikely to be variables were removed. All
stars with ANOVA values above the threshold were written to an output le named
lighturve<Star number>.dat, and searhed by eye for periodi signals when the ex-
tration program had retrieved all the reorded stars in the eld. During the examina-
tion of the lighturves, the user is prompted to lassify the lighturve into `long period
variables', `Cepheid variables', `elipsing binaries' and `unlikely variables'. Long period,
Cepheid and elipsing variables were saved to disk with appropriate le names
5
, while
lighturves whih were lassied as unlikely variables were deleted (an example of the
lighturve le format is shown in appendix A.2.2).
3.2 Cepheid variables
Cepheid variables are a lass of variable star and were rst disovered by John Goodrike,
an English Astronomer, while he observed the star Æ Cephei (after whih the lass is
named). The Amerian astronomer Harlow Shapley (Shapley 1914) was the rst to sug-
gest that the variability in Cepheid stars was aused by the pulsation of a single star and
not the interations of a binary system to whih earlier sholarship adhered. The type
of pulsation was not determined until the publiation of Eddington's 1917 paper `The
pulsation theory of Cepheid variables' whih suggested that Cepheid variable stars were
radial pulsators, a theory whih has sine been onrmed.
Cepheids are intrinsi variables that pulsate through radial expansion and ontration
of the whole star. The pulsations of Cepheid stars are seen as periodi variations in the
light output of the star over time. Cepheid stars tend to pulsate with periods of approxi-
mately 1 to 50 days, however, some pulsate with periods of over 100 days. The lighturves
of short period Cepheid variables (P < 40 days) have a distintive asymmetrial shape,
with a sharp inrease in brightness followed by a long slow derease in brightness; the dis-
tintive shape of the short period Cepheid lighturves hange toward a sinusoidal shape
for the longer period variables. A small number of Cepheid variable stars have shown
bumps in the distintive asymmetrial shape of the lighturve. Cepheid variables that
have a period of approximately 10 days display a bump near the maximum; at this period
the lighturve appears to have a double peak. The bump is found on the dereasing slope
of the lighturve for Cepheid variables with periods from approximately 7 to 10 days and
on the inreasing slope for periods greater than 10 days, and is due to resonane between
5
Long period variables were given the le name long period<Star number>.dat, Cepheid variables
were given the le name epheid<Star number>.dat and elipsing binaries were given the le name
elipsing<Star number>.dat
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the fundamental pulsation mode and the seond overtone. Cepheid variables with ex-
tremely long or short periods appear to have no bump and display smooth ontinuous
variation.
In 1912 the Amerian astronomer Henrietta Leavitt disovered that the apparent lumi-
nosity of SMC Cepheid variables was diretly proportional to the logarithm of the period
(logP ). The apparent luminosity of these variables ould be related diretly to the ab-
solute luminosity beause the stars investigated by Henrietta Leavitt were all ontained
within the SMC and were, therefore, approximately the same distane from the Earth.
Equation 3.2 shows that the apparent luminosity of a star as seen from Earth is inversely
proportional to the square of the distane to the star.
L
ap
=
L
4d
2
(3.2)
Where L
ap
is the apparent luminosity, L is the absolute luminosity and d is the dis-
tane between the observer and the star. Beause of the relatively onstant distane
the d
2
in equation 3.2 beomes a onstant value and the apparent luminosity beomes
diretly proportional to the absolute luminosity. This relationship together with the ob-
served proportionality between the apparent luminosity and the logarithm of the period
of Cepheid variables, allowed the period to be related to the absolute luminosity. This is
known as the period-luminosity relationship for Cepheid variables. From the measured
period of a Cepheid star, the period-luminosity relationship provides the absolute lu-
minosity of the star. The distane to the star an be determined when equation 3.2 is
applied to the apparent luminosity measurement and the absolute luminosity alulation.
Prior to the disovery of the period-luminosity relationship, the only method available
for measuring stellar distanes was the parallax method, whih observed the motion of
lose stars against distant bakground stars, aused by the motion of the Earth around
the Sun.
Cepheid variables have large absolute magnitudes ranging from -2 to -6. Beause of
the brightness of these stars Edwin Hubble, in 1923, was able to observe Cepheids in
the Andromeda galaxy (M31) and alulate the rst extra galati distane based on the
observations. Cepheid variable stars oupy a region of stellar evolution where stars are
moving from the Red Giant phase along the instability strip, on the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram. The instability manifests itself as exploding nova, supernova or pulsation.
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3.2.1 The searh for Cepheid variables
The searh for Cepheid variables in the MOA database was onduted using a om-
bination of the StarBase database, the C
++
extration program, the Welh and Stetson
variability index and the Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program. Standard devi-
ations of the brightness and the Welh and Stetson variability indies were alulated by
funtions in the extration program and used to remove stars with low levels of variability.
Stars whih were not exluded by the extration program were then passed through the
Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program whih analysed the lighturves for possible
periodi signals. Lighturves whih were agged by this program were examined after
the program had searhed all the stars reorded in the database. These lighturves were
onrmed as Cepheid variables by loating the position of eah star on the eld's olour
magnitude diagram.
Setion 3.2 desribes the bump found in some Cepheid variable lighturves. The posi-
tion of the bump on the lighturve is determined by the period of pulsation of the Cepheid
variable and ours on the downward slope of the lighturve for Cepheids with periods
less than approximately 10 days (see gures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9). Cepheid variables with
pulsation periods of approximately 10 days produe lighturves with double peaks (see
gure 3.6). Furthermore, Cepheids with a period over 10 days have bumps whih our
on the upward slope of the lighturve (see gure 3.10). Eighty-three Cepheid variables
with periods ranging from 71 days to 21 hours were found in the MOA nlm 1 elds. A
atalogue of the all the LMC Cepheid Variables is shown in the table C.1. No attempt
has been made to relate these variables to existing databases of LMC Cepheid variables.
The period luminosity relationship for Cepheid variables (desribed in setion 3.2)
allows the distane to Cepheid variables to be alulated from the period of pulsation.
The searh for variable stars in the MOA nlm 1 eld deteted 83 Cepheids loated in
the LMC, a satellite galaxy of our own Milky Way. All of the stars deteted within the
LMC were at approximately the same distane from the Earth, therefore, the plot of
magnitude versus the natural log of the period reveals a straight line, whih represents
the period luminosity relationship for Cepheid variables (gure 3.4). A group of points
whih were approximately 1 magnitude brighter and running parallel to the main group
of epheid variables were exluded, while alulating the linear relationship in gure
3.4. This was beause these stars represent the type II Cepheid variables whih have a
dierent period luminosity relationship to type I epheids
6
. From the straight line, the
6
This thesis reerres to type I epheids variables as epheid variables
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Figure 3.4: The gure shows the period luminosity relation for the Cepheid variables found in the
MOA nlm 1 star elds. The plot of magnitude versus the natural log of the period shows a straight
line as expeted for Cepheids loated at the same distane from the observer.
relationship between the MOA-red magnitude and the period was alulated as
MOA-red = ( 3:0 0:5) log
10
[P ℄  (16:4 0:8) (3.3)
In 1997, the MOA nlm 1 elds were observed using both MOA lters at ratios of
51% for MOA-red and 49% for MOA-blue, thereby allowing for the retrieval of olour
information from the data; variations in the olour are related to hanges in the sur-
fae temperature of the variable star. Figure 3.5 shows the period folded lighturves of
the Cepheid variable epheid9436 observed through the MOA-red and MOA-blue lters.
When the values of suessive MOA-red and MOA-blue observations are subtrated, the
dierene an be plotted to show the olour variations over time. The wavelength of the
radiation emitted from an objet is diretly related to the temperature of the objet,
hene hanges in the olour of an objet represent hanges in the surfae temperature of
the objet.
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Figure 3.5: The MOA-red, MOA-blue and olour index plots of the Cepheid variable epheid9436.
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3.2.2 Lighturves
The 1997 LMC data
Figure 3.6: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid1623 (left) and epheid1731 (right).
Figure 3.7: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid1828 (left) and epheid2308 (right).
Figure 3.8: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid3082 (left) and epheid4604 (right).
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Figure 3.9: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid4991 (left) and epheid6142 (right).
Figure 3.10: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid8550 (left) and epheid9642 (right).
Figure 3.11: Periodogram of folded lighturves epheid10409 (left) and epheid10966 (right).
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3.3 Long period variables
The long period variable lass of stars are predominantly red giant stars, and inludes
semi-regulars, slow irregular variables, Mira variables and RV Tauri type variable stars.
However, variations in the spetra and veloity urves of long period variables are omplex
and not thoroughly understood. Long period variable red giant stars belong to a ritial,
short-lived stage of stellar evolution of intermediate mass stars (the Asymptoti Giant
Branh), whih leads to planetary nebulae and white dwarfs.
Studies of long period variables have suggested that there is a period luminosity rela-
tionship similar to that of Cepheid variable stars (Glass & Evans 1981) and hene they
ould be used as distane indiators. An advantage of using long period variables for
distane alulation is the relative abundane of long period variables relative to Cepheid
variables: long period variables our ve times more frequently than Cepheid variables.
However, the relationship between period and luminosity for long period variables is not
as well dened as the equivalent relationship for Cepheid variables.
3.3.1 The searh for long period variables
Long period variable stars in the MOA LMC elds were found using the StarBase
database, the C
++
extration program, the Welh and Stetson variability index and the
Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program (details are desribed in setion 3.2.1).
Colour magnitude diagrams, suh as gure 3.3, were utilised to dierentiate between
Cepheid variables with long periods and long period variables with short periods. Lighturves
of long period variables were not folded into periodograms beause the period of the pul-
sation was too large for the folding to produe useful plots. The searh of the MOA LMC
elds revealed 265 long period variable stars, a seletion of these are shown in gures
3.13{3.18.
RV Tauri variables are also inorporated in the long period variable lass. These stars
display semi-regular variations in brightness whih alternate between deep and shallow
minima with periods ranging from 30{150 days. The variations in the brightness are
preeded by up to a quarter of the period by variations in the olour. Figure 3.12
shows the MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the variable star long period4178. The
dashed lines whih appear at approximately 510 and 670 days represent loal minima
and maxima (respetively) for the MOA lter lighturves. Variations in olour are also
displayed in the gure 3.12, however, the dashed line assoiated with the loal minima in
the MOA lter lighturves (day 510), oinides with a loal maxima in the olour urve.
This hange in phase is also displayed at the loal maxima loated at day 670, whih is
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Figure 3.12: The MOA-red, MOA-blue and olour index plots of the RV Tauri variable long period4178.
The dashed lines loated at approximately 510 and 670 days show the antiphase between the lighturves
and the olour urves.
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assoiated with a loal minima in the olour urve. Although the olour urve shows a
phase hange, the degree of the hange is diÆult to determine beause of the lak of
lear alternating deep and shallow minima in the olour urve. The alternating deep and
shallow minima found in the lighturves of the variable long period4178, together with
the hange in phase between the lighturve and olour urve, suggests that the star is a
RV Tauri type variable.
Figures 3.13{3.18 show a seletion of lighturves whih ontain long period variations
in brightness. These lighturves are onsistent with the semi-regular, slow irregular or
Mira variable ategory of star, but they will require observations over long time sales
and spetral analysis in order to distinguish between the variable types.
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3.3.2 Lighturves
The 1997 LMC data
Figure 3.13: Lighturves of the long period variables long period2006 (left) and long period3627 (right).
Figure 3.14: Lighturves of the long period variables long period4411 (left) and long period6704 (right).
Figure 3.15: Lighturves of the long period variables long period10389 (left) and long period10646
(right).
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Figure 3.16: Lighturves of the long period variables long period10692 (left) and long period10787
(right).
Figure 3.17: Lighturves of the long period variables long period10912 (left) and long period11343
(right).
Figure 3.18: Lighturves of the long period variables long period19522 (left) and long period24952
(right).
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3.4 Elipsing binaries
The rst elipsing binary system (Algol) was disovered in 1667 by the Italian as-
tronomer Geminiano Montanari. It was not until 1782, however, that John Goodrike
showed that the star varied with a period of 2.87 days. Goodrike suggested that this was
aused by partial elipses of the star by another body, a hypothesis that was proved to
be orret by spetrographi analysis performed by the German astronomer H.C.Vogel,
in 1889.
Elipsing binaries our when a star in a binary system passes diretly between the
ompanion star and the observer on Earth, whih auses the amount of light reeived
from system to be redued. Spetrosopi studies of the light from binary stars allows
the ratio of masses for eah of the omponents to be alulated, however, the sum of
the masses an only be determined if the orbital inlination of the system relative to
the Earth (i) is known. Elipsing binaries have an orbital inlination (relative to the
Earth) of approximately i = 90
Æ
, therefore, the sum of the masses of the system an be
alulated.
3.4.1 The searh for elipsing binaries
Two separate searhes for elipsing binaries were onduted in the 1997 MOA LMC
and 2000 Galati Bulge data. Elipsing binaries in the LMC elds were disovered using
the Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program, whih was used to searh for Cepheid
and long period variables. This searh method revealed four elipsing binaries in the
LMC elds. The seond searh looked through the 2000 MOA Galati Bulge elds,
and used a variation of the phase spae searh program (desribed in setion 5.2), whih
was originally designed to searh for planetary transits. This searh program was used
beause elipsing binaries produe lighturves whih are similar to those produed by
planetary transits with larger variations in brightness. Beause of these similarities, the
searh for elipsing binaries in the Galati Bulge elds was used to test the phase spae
searh program on real MOA data.
The phase spae searh program used a square well model urve (shown in equation 5.2)
for a oarse searh over a large range of trial orbital periods. This square well had a
depth of 2% of the mean brightness level and a width of 4% of the trial period while
searhing for planetary transits. These dimensions were altered to a depth of 15% of
the mean brightness level and a width of 10% of the trial period during the searh
for elipsing binaries. Nineteen elipsing binaries were found in the 2000 MOA Galati
Bulge elds and are atalogued in appendix C.3 (a seletion of lighturves are displayed in
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gures 3.26{3.31), these lighturves have been labelled with the " a" string to dierentiate
them from the elipsing binaries found in the LMC elds.
The searh of the Galati Bulge elds revealed nineteen elipsing binaries from a searh
of approximately 40000 stars (0.05%), a gure signiantly higher than the 4 elipsing
binaries that were previously found in the LMC elds from a searh of approximately
300000 stars (0.001%). These results indiate that the ombination of the C
++
extration
program and the Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program have diÆulty in loating
elipsing binaries. Consequently, a seond searh of the LMC elds was onduted using
the phase spae searh program, whih was used on the Galati Bulge data. This searh
revealed 40 elipsing binaries (0.01%), and inluded the four previously disovered with
the Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding program. Although this was a signiantly
larger number in omparison to the previous searh of the LMC elds, the perentage
of elipsing binaries was a fator of ve smaller than perentage found in the Galati
Bulge elds. A atalogue of the the LMC elipsing binaries is shown in appendix C.2 (a
seletion of lighturves are shown in gures 3.20{3.25).
Figure 3.19 shows the olour variation of the elipsing binary elipsing2378. Elipsing
binaries are usually lassied into three groups: the Algol type (EA), the  Lyrae type
(EB) and the W UMa type (EW); they are lassied by olour variations and the shape
of the lighturve. Colour hanges an be used to estimate the spetral type of the stars,
however, the shape of the lighturve is the primary means of identifying the type of
elipsing binary. Algol type lighturves are relatively onstant between elipses and do
not display variations in brightness due to elliptiity
7
and reetion eets.
8
Lighturve
elipsing25968 a, shown in Figure 3.31, is an example of the Algol type elipsing binary.
Elipsing binary types  Lyrae (EB) and W UMa (EW) both display ontinuous vari-
ations in brightness between elipses. However, EB types show a signiant dierene
between primary and seondary elipses, while the dierene in EW types is relatively
small. Moreover, the orbital periods of EB types are generally greater than one day,
while the EW types display periods generally less than one day. Lighturve elipsing8138
(gure 3.24) is an example of an EB type elipsing binary, while elipsing2476 a (gure
3.28)is an example of EW type.
7
The elliptiity eet ours when a star is strethed into an ellipsoid shape by the gravity of its
binary ompanion. This ellipsoid shaped objet will show varying amounts of surfae area (and therefore
brightness) as it rotates about the entre of mass of the binary system.
8
The reetion eet ours when the lose proximity of a binary system heats the area on a star
losest to its binary ompanion. This heated area is brighter than the rest of the star and auses
variations in brightness as the star rotates about the entre of mass of the binary system.
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Figure 3.19: The MOA-red, MOA-blue and olour index plots of the elipsing binary elipsing5746.
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3.4.2 Lighturves
The 1997 LMC data
Figure 3.20: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing173 (left) and elipsing2138 (right).
Figure 3.21: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing2301 (left) and elipsing2654 (right).
Figure 3.22: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing2819 (left) and elipsing4811 (right).
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Figure 3.23: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing5078 (left) and elipsing5462 (right).
Figure 3.24: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing8138 (left) and elipsing9411 (right).
Figure 3.25: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing10089 (left) and elipsing11441 (right).
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The 2000 Galati Bulge data
Figure 3.26: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing486 a (left) and elipsing784 a (right).
Figure 3.27: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing1010 a (left) and elipsing2143 a (right).
Figure 3.28: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing2476 a (left) and elipsing5174 a (right).
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Figure 3.29: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing5286 a (left) and elipsing5441 a (right).
Figure 3.30: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing13327 a (left) and elipsing16391 a (right).
Figure 3.31: Periodogram of folded lighturves elipsing25968 a (left) and elipsing26988 a (right).
Chapter 4
Gravitational mirolensing
4.1 History of gravitational lensing
The rst written aount of the deetion of light by gravity, `On the deetion of a
light ray from its straight motion due to the attration of a world body whih it passes
losely', was published in 1804 by Johann Soldner, a German geodesist, mathematiian
and astronomer working at the Berlin Observatory. Solder explored the deetion of
light by gravity within a Newtonian mehanis framework, and determined that light
lose to the solar limb would be deeted by an angle of 0.84
00
. In 1911, Albert Einstein
investigated the inuene of gravity on light, while inorporating gravitational eets
into his Speial Theory of Relativity, and alulated the same value for the deetion of
light by the Sun as Solder had one hundred years earlier. The original deetion value
alulated by Einstein in 1911 used Speial Relativity (Einstein 1911). After the om-
plete development of the General Theory of Relativity (Einstein 1916), Einstein revisited
the deetion of light by the mass of the Sun and alulated a new value for the angle of
deetion whih was double the original value. Experimental evidene of this deetion
value was determined to within 20% during the 1919 solar elipse, whih was observed
by a group led by English astronomer Arthur Eddington. The observation of the de-
etion angle was the seond observational onrmation of Einstein's General Theory of
Relativity (the rst being the orret predition of Merury's perihelion motion)
The deetion of light by massive objets is now referred to as gravitational lensing.
The term lensing is used beause divergent light rays an be deeted by massive objets
toward the same point in spae, similar to the way in whih a glass lens refrats divergent
light toward a ommon foal point. Gravitational lensing an produe multiple images
of a single objet. In 1924, the German physiist Orest Chwolson put forward the idea
of a \titious double star" and the mirror-reversed nature of the seondary image.
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Inuened by Einstein, the Swiss astrophysiist Fritz Zwiky suggested in 1937 that
galaxies were muh more likely to be gravitationally lensed than stars and that the
gravitational lens eet ould be used as a `natural telesope'. When quasi-stellar objets
(quasars) were disovered (Shmidt 1963), Amerian sientist Jeno Barnothy introdued
them as a possible soure for gravitational lensing (Barnothy 1965). In 1979, the rst
double quasar was disovered and was onrmed to be a real gravitational lens (Walsh,
Carswell & Weymann 1979 and Weymann et al. 1979).
4.2 Gravitational mirolensing surveys
The Polish astrophysist Bohdan Pazynski rst used the term `gravitational mirolens-
ing' (Pazynski 1986a) to desribe the gravitational lensing by objets in our galaxy of
extra galati soure objets. The term was derived from the miro-arseond sepa-
ration of images produed by these lensing events. Pazynski's paper, `Gravitational
mirolensing by the galati halo' (1986a), outlined an observational proedure for ob-
serving these mirolensing events. The targets suggested by Pazynski were the extra
galati objets the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC), the Small Magellani Cloud (SMC),
the Andromeda galaxy (M31) and the Triangulum galaxy (M33).
1
Following the pub-
liation of Pazynski's paper, several groups were formed expressly for the purpose of
observing galati halo mirolensing events.
The MACHO (Massive Compat Halo Objets)
2
projet was founded in 1992 and un-
dertook observations from 1993 until 1999, at Mount Stromlo Observatory in Canberra,
Australia. Comprising members of the Center for Partile Astrophysis at the University
of California, and the Lawrene Livermore National Laboratory, California, USA, the
ollaboration arried out observations using eight 2048 by 2048 CCDs (Charged Cou-
ple Devies) whih were mounted on the 1.27m Great Melbourne Telesope, at Mount
Stromlo. The MACHO ollaboration was redited with the rst detetion of a mirolens-
ing event.
Presently arrying out its third phase of operation, the OGLE (Optial Gravitational
Lensing Experiment) projet began its rst phase (OGLE I) in 1992, using the 1.3mWar-
saw Telesope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. The projet is a ollaboration
between Carnegie Institution of Washington, Prineton University, USA and Warsaw
1
The Galati Bulge has sine been added to the list of targets.
2
The aronym MACHO was oined by Kim Griest (Griest 1991), and desribes the dense objets
ontributing to halo dark matter.
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University, Poland. The third phase of operation (OGLE III) uses a `seond generation'
CCD mosai amera with eight thinned SITe 2048 by 4096 CCDs.
The EROS (Experiene pour la Reherhe d'Objets Sombres) projet was founded
in 1990 and omprises members from the College de Frane and the Laboratoire de
l'Aelerateur Lineaire, Frane. EROS I used a 40m telesope at La Silla, European
Southern Observatory (ESO) with a 1024 by 1024 pixel CCD amera. EROS II began in
1995 using the 1.5m telesope (the MARLY telesope) whih had been moved from the
Observatoire de Haute-Provene (OHP) observatory in Frane to ESO in Chile for the
EROS II Observations. The MACHO, OGLE and EROS projets all represent groups
that have foused exlusively on searhing for mirolensing events.
Several groups within the mirolensing ommunity also undertake follow-up observa-
tional work on mirolensing events that have been previously deteted by other groups.
The MPS (Mirolensing Planet Searh) Projet was established in 1997 to observe mi-
rolensing events with the 1.9m telesope at the Mount Stromlo Observatory and the 1.5m
telesope at the Boyden Observatory in South Afria. MPS involves ollaborators from
the University of Notre Dame and the University of Washington, USA, Mount Stromlo
and Monash University, Australia and utilises mirolensing alerts from the EROS and
OGLE groups. The MPS group also utilised MACHO projet mirolensing alerts while
the MACHO projet was operational.
The PLANET (Probing Lensing Anomalies NETwork) projet began in 1995 with a-
ess to the Duth/ESO 0.9m telesope at La Silla, Chile, the South Afrian Astronomial
Observatory (SAAO) 1.0m telesope in Sutherland, South Afria, and the Perth 0.6m
and Hobart 1.0m Australian telesopes. More reently, the Yale 1.0m at Cerro Tololo
Inter-Amerian Observatory (CTIO), Chile has taken over from the Duth/ESO 0.9m.
The PLANET projet members omprise sientists from the Kapteyn Institute in the
Netherlands, Spae Telesope Siene Institute in Ameria and South Afrian Astronom-
ial Observatory in South Afria. Mirolensing alerts from the OGLE and EROS groups
were used by the PLANET projet, and MACHO alerts were also utilised by the projet,
while the MACHO projet was ative.
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4.3 Appliations of mirolensing surveys
4.3.1 Dark matter
The primary objetive of the rst mirolensing projets was to searh for evidene of
dark matter. The presene of dark matter was rst inferred in 1932 by the physiist
and astronomer Jan Oort, who studied the motion of stars above the disk of the Milky
Way. By observing the motion of the stars, Oort was able to alulate the strength of
the gravitational fore required to maintain the star's orbit about the galati enter and
he used these alulations to establish the approximate mass of the galaxy. However,
the amount of mass alulated did not agree with amount of visible mass deteted; the
mass alulated was approximately a fator of 2 greater than the visible mass. Therefore,
it was assumed that a form of non-visible mass or dark matter was present in order to
aount for the dierene.
The positions and veloities of galati halo objets were alulated by observing both
the motion of spiral arms in distant galaxies and the motion of orbiting gas louds in the
the Milky Way's galati halo. Results have indiated that the veloity of objets at large
distanes from galati entres do not derease with inreasing distane as was previously
hypothesized. Indeed, the motion observed suggests that the mass of the galati halo
ontinues to inrease with inreasing distane. As a result of these alulations it is
believed that an inreasing amount of dark matter must exist in order to aount for the
inreasing mass of galati halos.
Two prinipal types of dark matter have been postulated: Baryoni and Non-Baryoni.
Baryoni dark matter omprises objets that have ondensed from a loud of gas to form
massive dense objets and range from the smallest sale large gas louds and brown
dwarf stars
3
to large sale Very Massive Objets (VMO)
4
. Non-Baryoni Matter omprises
individual `exoti partiles' with a small but nite mass and inlude the massive neutrinos
and theoretial partiles whih have been labelled Weakly Interative Massive Partiles
(WIMPs). Neutrinos are weakly interating, eletrially neutral partiles involved in
nulear interations. Beause they are so numerous, the disovery of a small neutrino
mass would ontribute onsiderably to the dark matter mass.
In 1986, Pazynski suggested that:
3
Brown dwarf stars are ondensed objets that are not massive enough to reate the temperatures or
pressures needed to begin nulear fusion.
4
VMO are blak holes that have ondensed from objets greater than approximately 300M
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Monitoring the brightness of a few million stars in the Magellani Clouds over a
time sale between 2 hr and 2 yr may lead to a disovery of \Dark Halo" objets
in the mass range 10
 6
{ 10
2
M

or it may put strong upper limits on the number
of suh objets.
5
Mirolensing projets have been instrumental in determining the quantity of dark halo
objets that ontribute to dark matter in the galati halo. Studies by the MACHO and
EROS groups (Alok et al. 1998, Alok et al. 2000 and Lasserre et al. 2000) found
a very high number of mirolensing events ourring towards the Galati Bulge, whih
ould not possibly be soured by the visible mass of the galati halo. These mirolensing
events have been attributed to non-visible dark halo objets, however, the quantity of
dark halo objets required to produe these extra mirolensing events orresponds to
only approximately 20% of the mass in typial halo models. The lower than expeted
number of mirolensing events have ruled out the main andidates (10
 6
M

{ 10
2
M

mass objets) for Baryoni dark matter in the Milky Way.
4.3.2 Planetary searh
The lighturves of mirolensing events an be altered by massive objets loated at
approximately the Einstein ring radius from the lensing star. Therefore, any binary
ompanion of the lensing star at the Einstein radius will ause the resulting mirolensing
lighturve to be signiantly perturbed from the point lens mirolensing model. In 1991,
Mao and Pazynski estimated that approximately 10% of mirolensing events toward the
Galati Bulge would show a variation from the point lens model (disussed in the next
setion). Variations suh as these are now known to be aused by binary ompanions,
whih range in size from stellar objets down to planetary ompanions. This is urrently
the only method available that is sensitive enough to detet Earth-sized extrasolar planets
from the ground. Reent studies of the mirolensing event MACHO 98-BLG-35 by the
MOA and MPS projets utilised this method and were able to suessfully model the
mirolensing event's lighturve with one or more planetary ompanions (Rhie et al. 2000
and Bond et al. 2002b). Theoretial studies into high-magniation
6
mirolensing events
(Griest & Sazadeh 1998) have suggested that Jupiter mass planets with an orbital
radius between 0.6 and 1.6 of the Einstein radius will have detetion probabilities of
approximately 100%.
5
Pazynski 1986a.
6
Mirolensing events with amplitudes greater than 20 are deemed to be high magnitude.
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4.4 Physis of mirolensing
Einstein's theory of General Relativity predits that light passing lose to a massive
objet will be deeted by an angle . The equation formulated by Einstein to alulate
 was used to derive the time dependent amplitude equation for light from a lensed
objet, and detailed derivations of the point soure mirolensing equation an be found
in Refsdal (1964), Pazynski (1986) and Griest (1991). The point soure mirolensing
equation assumes that both the soure and lensing objets are point-like, and that the
transverse veloity (v
t
)
7
is onstant. The amplitude (A) of light from a lensed objet is
given by
A =
u
2
+ 2
u(u
2
+ 4)
1=2
; u =
r
0
R
E
(4.1)
Where r
0
is the radial distane in the lensing plane between the lensing objet and the
soure objet and R
E
is the Einstein ring radius. The radial distane r
0
hanges with
time as the two objets move relative to eah other from the Earth's referene frame and
is dened by the equation
r
2
0
(t) = 
2
R
2
E
+ [v
t
(t  t
0
)℄
2
(4.2)
Equation 4.1 shows u as it is alulated at some instant of time, however, the distane
r
0
is a funtion of time, thus u an also be rewritten as a funtion of time u(t)
u(t) =
r
0
R
E
=
s

2
+

t  t
0
t
E

2
(4.3)
where t
E
is the time for the relative motion of the lens and the soure to move one
Einstein ring radius
t
E
=
R
E
v
t
(4.4)
The Einstein ring radius (R
E
) denes the size of the irular image formed when the
soure objet, the lensing objet and the observer are perfetly aligned. This value is
dependent on the distane between the observer and the soure objet (D
S
), the distane
between the lensing objet and the soure objet (D
L
) and the mass of the soure objet
7
The transverse veloity is the motion of the lensing objet perpendiular to the line between the
observer and the soure star.
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(M), where the distanes are measured in kiloparses and the mass is measured in solar
masses. The equation for the Einstein ring radius is
R
E
=
s
4GM

2
D
L
(D
S
 D
L
)
D
S
(4.5)
The impat parameter  is the minimum distane between the lensing objet and the
observer-soure objet line, and is represented as a fration of the Einstein ring radius.
The variable t
0
is the time when the lensing objet is at the minimum distane to the
observer-soure objet line. The minimum value of u(t) is found when time t is equal to
t
0
, the time when the soure objet passes losest to the lensing objet on the plane of
the lensing objet. The variable t
E
is the time taken from t
0
to when the soure objet
passes the Einstein ring radius.
Lens objet
Path of the soure objet
veloity = v
t
-
-
R
E
6
 R
E
r
0
Figure 4.1: Shows the separation of the lens and soure objet in the plane of the lensing objet.
A hange in the relative veloity of the soure objet, lensing objet or the observer
ontributes equally to the transverse veloity v
t
. Although it is impossible to distinguish
whih of the three points has hanged its veloity, the movement of the Earth around
the Sun does, in some situations, hange v
t
. The parallax mirolensing equation was
developed in order to model lighturves where the hange in v
t
was believed to be aused
by the motion of the Earth. In most ases, the distanes between the observer and the
soure and lensing objets of mirolensing events are large. These large distanes ause
high transverse veloities v
t
, relative to the hange in veloity of the Earth in its orbit
around the Sun. When the soure and lensing objets are loser to the observer, however,
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Figure 4.2: The gure shows the mirolensing urve in omparison to the Lorentzian and Gaussian bell
shaped urves.
the motion of the Earth beomes a signiant fration of v
t
. The parallax mirolensing
equation (Alok et al. 1995) models the lighturve produed when the motion of the
earth aets v
t
by replaing the equation for u(t) with
u
2
(t) = u
2
0
+ !
2
(t  t
0
) + 
2
sin
2
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(t  t
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2(
(t  t
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0
)) sin  + u
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2
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2
 os
2
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2 sin  os(!(t  t

))(!(t  t
0
) os    u
0
sin ) (4.6)
The variable u
0
is similar to the variable  in the point soure onstant veloity model,
however, the minimum distane ours between the lensing objet and the Sun-soure
objet line. The u
0
variable is represented as a fration of the Einstein ring radius. The
variable ! is alulated from ! = 2=t
0
, where t
0
has the same denition as in the point
soure onstant veloity model. t

is the time when the Earth is losest to the Sun-soure
objet line. The value  is the angle between the vetor v
t
and the North elipti axis.
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The parameters  and 
 are alulated by the equations
 =
!(1AU)
~v
(1   os (

0
(t  t
p
))) ; (4.7)
and

(t  t

) = 

0
(t  t

) + 2 sin (

0
(t  t
p
)) (4.8)
where 

0
= 2 yr
 1
, t
p
is the time of perihelion
8
, ~v = v
t
=(1  x) is the lensing objet's
veloity projeted to the Solar position and  = 0:017 is the Earth's orbital eentriity.
The rst mirolensing event suessfully modelled with the parallax mirolensing equa-
tion was deteted by the MACHO projet in 1994 (Alok et al. 1995), whih allowed
the MACHO group to disover more about the event than would have been possible with
the point soure mirolensing equation. By assuming various parameters, the MACHO
group were able alulate the probable values for the mass of, and the distane to, the
lensing objet of D
lens
= 1:7
+1:1
 0:7
kp and M
lens
= 1:3
+1:3
 0:6
M

.
The point soure mirolensing equation assumes that both the soure and lensing
objets are point-like, and that v
t
is onstant. The parallax mirolensing equation is
applied when v
t
is not onstant. In 1994, astrophysiists Hans Witt and Shude Mao
derived an equation for a nite size soure objet lensed by a point-like lensing objet
(Witt & Mao 1994). The nite soure equation was suessfully used by the MACHO
group, in ollaboration with others (inluding the MOA group), to model the mirolensing
event MACHO 95-BUL-30 (Alok et al. 1997). The most probable values for the mass
of, and distane to the lensing objet were determined to be D
lens
= 6:57
+0:99
 2:25
kp and
M
lens
= 0:53
+0:53
 0:35
M

.
4.5 Modelling for mirolensing urves
A C
++
program was designed to determine the best model to t the data of possible
and simulated mirolensing events. The program ran a grid searh of the three variables
; t
0
and t
E
in the point soure mirolensing equation (Equation 4.3) and the baseline
magnitude. This grid searh alulated a value for the quality of the model (a 
2
value)
in whih a single parameter was varied, while the other parameters were kept onstant.
The quality of the model was alulated for every ombination of the parameters within
the range of values investigated, thus allowing the disovery and detailed investigation of
8
The perihelion is the moment in Earth's orbit when it is losest to the Sun.
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the best tting model. This method's primary disadvantage pertained to omputational
time, as a large number of iterations were needed to alulate the quality of the model
for eah ombination of the parameters. The number of iterations made by program was
the multiple of the number of values searhed for eah variable (typially 10), and the
number of observations.
9
The mirolensing modelling program's rst pass searhed a large range of values for
eah variable and alulated a 
2
value to determine the quality of t for eah model
investigated. After the ompletion of the rst pass, the variable values assoiated with
the lowest 
2
model were used as the starting values for the seond pass. The range of
variables whih the seond pass searhed was redued to 10% of the rst pass, whih
resulted in the inreased auray of the variable values assoiated with the lowest 
2
model. The number of passes performed by the modelling program was provided by
the user, thus impating upon the auray of model. Figure 4.3 and table 4.1 show
the eets on the auray of the model; the number of passes is inreased with the
mirolensing modelling program.
Number of passes
Variable Simulated values One Two Three Four Five
Unlensed ux 15000 14000 15060 15015 15044 15044
 0.85 0.8 0.96 0.896 0.874 0.868
t
0
1305 1310 1301 1304.1 1304.11 1304.27
t
e
22.5 40 25 23.3 22.01 21.95
Ampliation 1.47388 1.4 1.36 1.427 1.448 1.454

2
= DOF { 6.194 1.631 1.529 1.511 1.508
Table 4.1: The table shows the eet of inreasing the number of passes of the mirolensing modelling
program with respet to the auray alulated. The bottom row ontains values of 
2
per Degrees Of
Freedom.
Lighturves of mirolensing events are diÆult to simulate beause the soure star of
an event does not t into a partiular lass of star, and properties suh as brightness
and variability an take on any value. The simulations designed to test the mirolensing
modelling program used brightness values alulated from the point soure mirolensing
equation, plus a random variane and error. The random variane of the brightness added
9
The model urve, dened by the variable values must be ompared to eah observation to nd a 
2
value.
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Figure 4.3: The gures show the results of the mirolensing modelling program on simulated data
for three dierent levels of auray. The plots on the left show the alulated model laid overtop the
simulated data for one, two and ve passes from top to bottom. The plots on the right show the dierene
between the tted models and observed data for the assoiated plots on the left.
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to the point soure equation was given an upper limit of 5% for 95% of the points and
20% for 5% of the points. The two upper limits on the variane allowed the simulation
to inlude the average noise level in 95% of points and the massive variation that an
our due to errors in observation, redution and analysis.
Figure 4.4: This lighturve was simulated without a mirolensing event, however, beause of the large
gaps in the data and the nature of the 
2
test, the lighturve was modelled with a 
2
=DOF of 1.89,
whih suggested a good t.
The data olleted by the MOA projet ontains variations in brightness and time.
Time dierenes between observations ranged from 1 hour to 3 months; one-hour sepa-
rations were aused by the standard time taken to observe all the MOA elds and start
a seond set of observation on the same elds. Longer delays between observation were
attributed to daylight hours, the full moon, loudy weather and equipment failure. The
time variations between suessive observations were simulated by separating 95% of
observations by a random distribution between 1 and 3 days and the remaining 5% of
observations by a random distribution between 10 and 60 days. This separated most sim-
ulated observations by a small amount and also inluded larger separations to simulate
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the delays aused by equipment failure.
A problem was disovered with the 
2
test, when mirolensing urves were tted to
lighturves whih were relativity onstant and whih had a large gap between two obser-
vations. The model minimized the 
2
value when it plaed the mirolensing event in the
gap between observations, thus tting the rest of the onstant urve with the onstant
base line ux level of the mirolensing model. Figure 4.4 shows how the 
2
test an pro-
due inorret models with good 
2
values. To remedy this problem, two requirements
were added to the program: a minimum of 10 points loated within one rossing time
(t
e
) of the peak time (t
0
), and one point loated within 2 days of the peak time.
4.6 Mirolensing events
The mirolensing modelling program was used to searh the 1997 MOA LMC elds for
potential mirolensing events. For this searh, the mirolensing program was optimised
to rapidly searh through large numbers of stars. The auray of the initial pass of
the mirolensing modelling program was redued, and upper limits were plaed on the

2
value after eah pass. This resulted in an inrease of speed of the program, and a
derease in the number of passes required to rejet lighturves whih did not ontain
mirolensing events. Beause of the large variation in brightness whih ours during a
mirolensing event, the Welh and Stetson variability index was used to eliminate stars
with low levels of variability.
While searhing through the 1997 LMC data, the mirolensing modelling program
found 29 lighturves whih passed the riteria for mirolensing events. After investigating
the lighturves by eye, six potential mirolensing events were agged for further analysis.
The lighturves of potential mirolensing events mirourve1309, mirourve2173 and
mirourve10751 (Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.9) showed an inreased amount of satter in
brightness lose to the peak time (T
0
) of the best tted mirolensing models. Due to the
satter in the brightness, the nature of the events are unlear. The most probable soure
for the variation in brightness is an intrinsi variability of the star, however, analysis of
longer time series lighturves for further periodi variations would be neessary in order
to onrm this.
Figure 4.7 shows a potential mirolensing event lighturve (mirourve4333) with an
inrease in brightness ourring at approximately 640 days whih has been modelled as
mirolensing event with the point soure mirolensing equation. However, the lighturve
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also shows a slight inrease in brightness through both MOA-red and MOA-blue ob-
servations toward the end of the time series (approximately 750 days). This inrease
in brightness suggests that the main inrease in brightness, modelled as a mirolensing
event, was not a singular event, but part of a larger sequene of brightness variations not
aused by mirolensing.
The use of multiple lters in the searh for mirolensing events, is ruial in order to dis-
tinguish mirolensing events from long period variables. Mirolensing has an ahromati
eet on the lighturves of stars, and inreases the brightness at dierent wavelengths
by the same amount. Figures 4.10 and 4.8 show the potential mirolensing events mi-
rourve6344 and mirourve12674. The MOA-red lter observations of mirourve12674
annot be modelled adequately by the point soure mirolensing equation, however, they
an be suitably modelled by the parallax mirolensing equation. Analysis of observa-
tions olleted through the MOA-red lter alone may have resulted in the lassiation
of these events as real mirolensing events. However, the multiple lter observations of
these lighturves show that the events are not ahromati and, therefore, annot be mi-
rolensing events. The sole use of a single waveband may aept mirolensing andidates
whih would be rejeted if more than one waveband was observed. This is signiant for
the urrent MOA single waveband detetion strategy.
The mirolensing modelling program was also used to model mirolensing events pre-
viously deteted by the MOA projet. This modelling was onduted to test the program
on the mirolensing lighturves, whih had been previously analysed. During the testing,
an adaption of the mirolensing program, whih was based on the parallax mirolens-
ing equation (equation 4.6), was reated to model the lighturve of ngb1{2{2717. This
adapted program showed that the data ould be modelled with a better quality of t by
the parallax mirolensing equation than the point-soure equation.
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4.6.1 The 1997 LMC data
Figure 4.5: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve1309 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
Figure 4.6: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve2173 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
Figure 4.7: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve4333 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
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Figure 4.8: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve6344 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
Figure 4.9: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve10751 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
Figure 4.10: The MOA-red and MOA-blue lighturves of the potential mirolensing event mi-
rourve12674 with the best t point soure mirolensing model (green urve) for the MOA-red ob-
servations is shown on the left, and the residual values of the MOA-red observations subtrated from
the best t point soure model on the right.
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4.6.2 The 2000 Galati Bulge data
Figure 4.11: Lighturve of the mirolensing event ngb1{2{2717. The green urve represents the best t
point soure mirolensing model and the blue urve represents the best t parallax mirolensing model.
Figure 4.12: Lighturve of the mirolensing event ngb11{2{1142. The lighturve with the best t point
soure mirolensing model for the MOA-red observations is shown on the left, and the residual values of
the MOA-red observations subtrated from the best t point soure model on the right.
Chapter 5
Planetary transits
5.1 Extrasolar planets
A planet an be broadly dened by the physial limits for nulear burning in a self-
gravitating objet. The minimum mass limit for deuterium burning is approximately
twelve times the mass of Jupiter (12M
Jup
), and has been used to plae an upper limit on
the mass of a planet. Objets with a mass greater than 12M
Jup
are lassied as brown
dwarfs. These objets have an upper limit assoiated with lower mass limit for sustained
hydrogen-burning, whih is 8% of the Sun's mass (0.08M

).
5.1.1 Detetion methods
Radial veloity method
Gravitationally oupled objets orbit eah other about a ommon entre of mass.
Therefore, stars with planetary ompanions have a motion imparted about the entre
of mass of the star planet system. The line of sight motion of the host star an be
determined from the Doppler eet, where the light emitted from a star moving away
from the Earth will be Doppler shifted towards the red end (longer wavelength) of the
spetrum and light emitted from a star moving towards the Earth will be Doppler shifted
towards the blue end (shorter wavelength) of the spetrum. The amount of Doppler shift
deteted from a star is diretly related to the veloity of the star along the Earth-star
line of sight. An example of the motion imparted on a star by an orbiting planet is the
12 m/s veloity amplitude of the Sun indued by Jupiter. The presene of more than
60 planets around stars other than the Sun have been inferred using the radial veloity
method to date. Although the radial veloity method is the most suessful proedure
for disovering extrasolar planets, the method an only determine m sin i, where m is the
mass of the planet and i is the inlination of the plane of the planetary orbit relative
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to the Earth ( thus i = 90
Æ
orresponds to viewing the orbit edge on). Therefore, the
radial veloity method an only determine a lower bound for the mass of a planetary
ompanion.
Various projets are losely examining the extrasolar planets disovered by the radial
veloity method for signs of planetary transits (setion 5.1.2). If an extrasolar planet does
transit its host star, the orbit inlination relative to the Earth is approximately i = 90
Æ
.
The determined orbital inlination i, an be used in the equation m sin i to alulate the
atual mass of the planet.
Astrometry
The priniple behind the astrometri method of deteting extrasolar planets is the same
as the radial veloity method. Gravitationally oupled objets impart motion about the
objet's entre of mass, however, the astrometry method diretly observes the motion
imparted by the planet in the star. By observing the position of a star relative to
surrounding bakground stars, the motion of the star an be deteted. Gravitationally
oupled stars display periodi movement whih is aused by the oupled objet, yet
the movement of a star due to a planetary sized objet is diÆult to detet from great
distanes. Thus, this tehnique an only be used on stars that are less than approximately
40 lightyears from the Earth.
Diret Imaging
Diret imaging of an extrasolar planet requires the detetion of light reeted from
the surfae of the planet. This method of observation is similar to the method used to
observe solar system planets. The quantity of light reeted by a planet is a small fration
of the total light emitted by the planet's host star, therefore, the light reeted by the
planet would be swamped by the light from the star. For diret imaging of extrasolar
planets to be a viable method of detetion, the quantity of the light observed from the
host star must be redued without aeting the light reeted by the planet. Interferene
methods, ombined with observing from spae, will be required to ahieve this.
5.1.2 Planetary transits
Planetary transit events are observed when a planetary objet passes diretly between
an observer and the planet's host star. For observers on Earth, only Merury and Venus
an be observed transiting the Sun, as they are the only planets that pass between the
Earth and the Sun.
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In 1621, the German mathematiian Johannes Kepler orretly predited that the
planetary transits of both Merury and Venus would our in the year 1631 and that
transits of Venus would our one every 120 years. Three people observed the 1631
transit of Merury, however, there were no observations of the transit of Venus, as it
ourred after the Sun had set over Europe. In 1639, the British astronomer, Jeremiah
Horroks, predited another transit of Venus would our that year, eight years after
to Kepler's predited transit. The 1639 transit was observed by Horroks, who also
alulated that transits of Venus ourred in pairs, eight years apart, with 120 years
separating suessive pairs.
When a planetary transit is observed, there is a redution in the intensity of light as
the shadow of the planet (from the host star) passes over the observer. The intensity
of light from the star is redued by an amount proportional to the area oulted by the
disk of the planet. The ross setion of a planet is small relative to the ross setion
of a star, therefore, the redution in intensity is a relatively small eet, approximately
2% of the total intensity from the star in the ase of HD 209458 (Henry et al. 2000 and
Charbonneau et al. 2000).
The simplest transit model is the geometri transit model, whih is dened by a non-
radiating non-transmitting planetary disk passing in front of a star of uniform brightness.
However, this model ignores limb darking, whih is the derease in brightness of a star
as the radius inreases from the entre of the stellar disk. The limb darking model uses a
stellar disk whih onsists of onentri rings that derease in brightness from the entre
of the disk. Data obtained from a planetary transit HD 209458 (gure 5.2) shows a
lighturve whih an only be adequately tted by the limb darking model (gure 5.1).
The STARE (STellar Astrophysis and Researh on Exoplanets) projet was founded
in 1999. It is a group whih aims to nd evidene of extrasolar planets by searhing
for planetary transits in large elds of stars entred on the Galati Bulge (Brown &
Charbonneau 1999). During August and September of 1999, members of the STARE
projet observed the planetary transit of the objet HD209458 (Charbonneau et al. 2000).
Observations were undertaken with a portable 10m Shmidt telesope, and images were
produed using a Pixelvision 2034  2034 pixel CCD. The projet initially undertook
observations from Boulder, Colorado, USA, however, a new dome loated on the island of
Tenerife in the Canary Islands is urrently under onstrution. Planetary transits were
also searhed for on stars with planetary ompanions previously disovered using the
Radial Veloity Method. Eleven andidate stars were used by STARE in their searh and
were hosen beause of the lose proximity of the planetary ompanion to the host star
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(orbital separation a < 0:1 AU). The lose-in massive extrasolar planets (hot Jupiters)
were seleted beause of the higher probability that these planets would transit the host
star.
Figure 5.1: The gure shows the two planetary transit models with the same set of parameters for
both models. The urves were generated by a transit modelling program whih was developed by Denis
Sullivan.
The probability that a planet will transit its host star depends upon the orbital plane
of the planet relative to Earth. Planetary transits that are detetable from ground-based
observations require the planet to have a large physial size relative to the host star, as
this inreases the redution in brightness from the star when the planet transits in front
of it. Moreover, the orbital radius of the planet must be small, as this inreases the
frequeny of observable planetary transits. Hot Jupiter planets make good andidates in
a searh for planetary transits as they possess both lose-in orbits and relatively large
physial size.
Members of the STARE projet observed the objet HD 209458 for ten nights from
August 29
th
to September 16
th
1999, and it was predited that on two of the ten nights of
observations, planetary transit events may be observed. Lighturves that were ollated
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from these two nights of observation displayed signiant drops in brightness and were
modelled as planetary transits using the parameters R
p
= 1:27R
Jup
and i = 87:1
Æ
(Char-
bonneau et al. 2000). Observations of HD 209458 made after the STARE projet's initial
observations (Castellano et al. 2000, Jha et al. 2000, Mazeh et al. 2000 and Brown et
al. 2001) reinfored the existene of the planetary transit and inreased the auray of
the planet's parameters.
Figure 5.2: The gure shows the results of observations of the planetary transit of objet HD 209458
reently obtained by Denis and Tiri Sullivan (Jha et al. 2000).
Another group that has searhed for planetary transits is the large Hubble Spae
Telesope projet, who onduted a searh of the globular luster 47 Tuanae in 1999
(Gilliland et al. 2000). Beause of the rare nature of an extrasolar planetary transit
event, any searh of random stars must inlude tens of thousands of stars to inrease
the probability of suess. The searh for planetary transits in 47 Tuanae observed
approximately 40000 stars in the densely populated globular luster ore. In the loal
neighbourhood of stars the frequeny of hot Jupiter planets is approximately 1%, and
from this perentage approximately 10% will transit the host star. These gures suggest
that for every 1000 stars surveyed, 1 will show signs of a planetary transit. The properties
of the 47 Tuanae searh ombined with the statistis from the loal neighbourhood of
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stars suggested that approximately 17 planetary transits should have been deteted, yet
none were found. This lak thereof has yet to be omprehensively explained. However, it
is believed that the high metalliity
1
of the surveyed stars or the rowded nature of the
densely populated ore of the globular luster are key fators.
5.2 Transit simulation and a phase spae searh for
periodi transits
Simulated lighturves demonstrated how planetary transits would appear in the MOA
data and suggested proedures whih ould be used to detet them. Currently, the
only available method for prediting lighturves of planetary transits in a large-sale
ground based mirolensing survey is simulation, beause a suessful searh has yet to
be undertaken.
The rst lighturve simulation was designed as a random distribution from a mean
value, with a square `well drop' that represented the drop in intensity aused by the
planetary transit. The mean level used in the simulation was based on the average ux
level for stars with standard deviations of less than 2% in one of the MOA elds (ngb 1{
1). Simulated brightness was alulated using the square well model plus a random
distribution limited to 1% of the mean brightness. The square well had a depth of 2%
of the total ux and a width of 5% of the simulated planet's orbital period.
A series of detetion programs were designed using the information olleted from
simulations. The rst of these programs searhed for observations loated in a band of
photometry, whih ranged from 1.5% to 5% below the mean brightness. These points
were assumed to be observations whih had been taken during a planetary transit. This
searh program then alulated the minimum time between any two of the transit points
and assumed that this time was approximately equal to the period or a integer multiple
of the period. The rst transit point in the time series was used as a base point, and all
searhes for subsequent transit points originated from it. During the next phase of the
program, an area immediately surrounding the base point ( 5% of the period) and areas
of the lighturve whih were integer number of periods from the base point ( 5%) were
searhed for further transit points. The searh was onsidered to be suessful if 90%
of the transit points were loated an integer number of periods ( 5%) from the base
point. If the searh using the original base point was unsuessful, a new base point was
1
The metalliity of a star is the abundane of elements more massive than helium.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated lighturve of a planetary transit. The simulation had a 1% random distribution
in the brightness and a square well drop representing the transit. The transit drop had a 2% depth and
a 5% width.
seleted from the transit points and the proess was repeated. The searh program was
suessful when applied to the simulated lighturves, but it eased to work if non-transit
points were found in the -1.5% to -5% band. Simulations whih losely represented the
MOA data ontained brightness whih varied more than the original simulations. They
inreased the number of observations whih were found in the -1.5% to -5% band and
redued the probability of the disovery of transit lighturves. As a result, adjustments
were made to inrease the suess rate of the program: the suess perentage of 90% was
redued, however, false detetions passed through the searh program, thus rendering it
ineetive.
The seond transit searh program searhed through phase spae (gure 5.4), where
the observation point has time t whih is expressed as t = nT + t
0
where T is the trial
period, n is an integer and t
0
is the time from n number of the periods to the observation
point. This searh proess `folds' all the observations points of the lighturve into the
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rst trial period T and searhes for periodi signals. The folded lighturve is displayed
using a periodogram whih shows the rst trial period with all the observation points
folded into it, where time is represented by values of phase (phase = t
0
=T ).
t = 0 t = T t = 2T    t = nT t = (n + 1)T
Period = T
 -
-
t
0
Folded point
-
t
0
Observation
point
-
t = t
0
+ nT
Figure 5.4: This gure shows how the observation point is folded bak into the rst period. Peri-
odograms only show the rst period with all lighturves observations folded into it.
Lighturve ux values were subtrated from the mean ux value and the time values
were subtrated from the minimum time. The searh through phase spae was limited
to periods between 1 and 8 days and lighturve observations were folded into the rst
trial period (1 day). The program summed the produts of the brightness values of the
folded lighturve observations and the orresponding ux values from the model urve
for eah observation. This summed value was referred to as the `ross orrelation' (C)
and is displayed in the equation
C =
n
X
i=1
Model(i) (Flux(i)  Flux) (5.1)
A square well with a non-transit drop level of zero and a transit drop level of 2% of the
mean ux value of the simulated star was used for the transit model. The model urve
had a transit duration of 5% of the orbital period of the simulated planet.
Model(i) =
(
 0:02 Flux if phase = transit portion
0 otherwise
(5.2)
The non-transit portion value of the transit model was zero, therefore, when it was
multiplied by the folded lighturve there was no ontribution to the ross orrelation
value. The only ontributions to the sum were the observations loated over the transit
portion of the model. If a transit event did not our within the folded lighturve, the
ux values over the transit portion of the model were random values whih varied about
zero. When these values were multiplied by a onstant value (the bottom of the well), the
sum of the multiples tended toward zero, as the number of random points tend towards
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innity. Beause a lighturve ontains a nite number of points over the transit portion
of the model, the summed values are normally distributed about zero (Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5: A histogram of the ross orrelation values alulated for the transit simulation in gure 5.3.
The ross orrelation values are alulated for every iteration aross phase spae and are normally dis-
tributed about zero. The distribution extends toward the large positive values beause of the interation
of the model `well' and the lighturve's transit, whih results in large positive values.
When a transit event ourred within a folded lighturve, all the transit points were
grouped together as the folded period oinided with the orbital period of the planetary
transit. The transit was deteted when the transit portion of the model was moved over
the grouped points. Both the folded lighturve transit points and the model's square well
have values below zero, thus the multiple of the two values produed a positive number.
Large positive values of the produt resulted when the values of the folded lighturve's
transit points were low. When the model urve and the transit event oinided in phase
spae it resulted in large and positive ross orrelation values. The phase spae searh
program looked for the period with the highest value of ross orrelation for all iterations,
and used this as the most probable transit period. To eliminate non-transit lighturves,
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the searh program set a lower limit for the maximum value of ross orrelation, and
lighturves whose maximum ross orrelation value did not reah this limit were rejeted.
Figure 5.6: Shows the output of the period folding searh program run on the simulated transit
lighturve in gure 5.3.
Observations with brightness values that were below 97% of the mean brightness were
onsidered to be too low to be real planetary transit events and were removed. The most
probable period of andidate transit lighturves was determined by the highest value of
the ross orrelation found for the trial periods. The phase spae searh program was
initially designed to use a square well to model the transit event. This model was used
in a oarse searh to determine the most probable transit period, whih in turn was used
in a more detailed searh around the value to determine a more preise period. Both
the oarse searh and detailed searh used the square well model. Subsequent variations
of the phase spae searh program used the same oarse searh, however, a sixth order
polynomial represented the transit event in the more aurate searh, whih is shown by
the equation
Model(i) =
(
m(t  t

)
6
+ F
0
if phase = transit portion
0 otherwise
(5.3)
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where t is time, t

is the time at the enter of the transit, m is a onstant that mathes
the transit portion of the model to the rest of the urve and F
o
is the ux level at the
bottom of the well. The value for m is alulated by making the model ontinuous at the
transit/non-transit boundary at the edge of the transit well, and substituting the model
transit depth (0:02 F
b
) and the transit duration (0:05 T ) into the equation
F
b
= m(t  t

)
6
+ F
0
(5.4)
this results in the equation
m =
0:02 F
b
(0:05 T )
6
(5.5)
The polynomial model was both simpler to program and muh quiker to exeute
than either the geometri or limb darking models. The redued exeution time of the
polynomial model is an important fator for a program whih searhes the lighturves of
thousands of stars in eah eld.
Figure 5.7: The gure shows the sixth order polynomial whih was used in the detetion program,
ompared with the geometri and limb darking transit models.
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The phase spae searh program was inluded as a funtion of the C
++
extration
program and used the mean and standard deviation values alulated in the extration
program to determine the quality of the photometry for eah star. Photometry levels of
less than 2% were required in order to detet planetary transits whih deviate by 2% of
the mean brightness of the star. Lighturves whih ontained variations below this level
were passed into the planetary transit searh program.
5.3 The searh for planetary transits
Sine January 2001, the MOA projet has onduted a searh for planetary transits in
the MOA star elds. The elds provide the large number of stars ( 10
5
) needed to searh
for extrasolar planetary transits, with the only limiting fator being the photometri qual-
ity of the data. It was important to analyse the MOA data for the statistial properties of
brightness and time before undertaking a searh for planetary transits. These properties
were used to aurately simulate the MOA data (setion 5.2) and determine its quality.
5.3.1 Statistial analysis of the MOA data
To begin with, the statistial properties of the brightness measurements were examined.
It was essential to know the properties of the MOA data before designing simulations
and analysis programs.
Figure 5.8: Shows the quality of the MOA-red and MOA-blue photometry for the nlm 0{1 (left) and
the MOA-red photometry ngb 2{1 (right) elds by plotting histograms of the standard deviation in
the brightness. The histogram for the nlm 0{1 eld shows the MOA-red photometry (red histogram),
MOA-blue photometry (blue histogram) and the overlapping region of both MOA-red and MOA-blue
photometry (blak histogram).
Figure 5.8 shows the quality of the data for the MOA elds nlm 0{1 and ngb 2{1.
The nlm 0{1 images were olleted in 1997 with MOA-am1 and were redued using
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the DoPHOT redution software. An approximately equal ratio of MOA-red and MOA-
blue lter images were olleted during this time (51:49 MOA-red to MOA-blue). The
standard deviation of the nlm 0{1 eld peaks at approximately 6% for the MOA-red
observations, the frequeny of stars then dereases rapidly as the standard deviation
inreases. In ontrast, the equivalent histogram for MOA-blue observations peaks at
approximately 9% standard deviation and displays a less rapid derease as the standard
deviation inreases. These results ourred beause blue wavelength light is more sus-
eptible to the eets of interstellar and atmospheri extintion. Hene, the MOA-red
observations produe better quality photometry.
The ngb 2{1 images were olleted in 2000 with MOA-am2, and were redued us-
ing dierene imaging software; all the images were olleted using the MOA-red lter.
Sharply peaked about the 3% standard deviation level, the histogram dereases rapidly
as the standard deviation inreases. Only the brightest stars in the 2000 Galati Bulge
elds were seleted for analysis, whih resulted in a lower level of brightness variations.
The photometri analysis of the MOA elds revealed that searhing for planetary
transits in the 1997 LMC data would not be suessful beause of the lak of good
quality (<2%) photometry lighturves. In ontrast, analysis performed on the 2000
Galati Bulge elds revealed that a searh for planetary transits was viable, beause a
small perentage of stars displayed photometry levels whih were better than 2%.
Figure 5.9: Shows two histograms of the time dierene between suessive observations of the MOA
eld ngb 2{2. The rst histogram (left) shows the distribution of time dierenes between 0 and 5 hours,
the seond histogram (right) shows the distribution of time dierenes between 0.5 and 7 days.
A statistial analysis of the time between suessive observations is shown in gure 5.9;
most of the observations are separated by 1.5 hours, whih is the standard amount of
time needed for a omplete set of galati bulge elds to be observed and reorded. The
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histograms also reveal a signiant number of observations whih are separated by less
than 1.5 hours; when a mirolensing event that is approahing its maximum amplitude
is identied within a MOA Galati Bulge eld, the MOA projet stops observing all
the Galati Bulge elds and fouses solely on the single eld whih ontains the event.
During this intensive phase of observation, the images are separated by the time taken
to observe and reord one eld (5{30 mins).
5.3.2 Planetary transit lighturves
Two data redution systems were implemented during the searh of the 2000 Galati
Bulge elds. Images olleted at Mount John University Observatory were redued on
site using Ian Bond's dierene imaging data redution program (Bond et al.2001). The
output from dierene imaging reorded the dierene in observed ux relative to the
referene image (`delta ux') for eah of the seleted stars and plaed the values into
database les.
I seleted the top 10000 brightest (but not saturated) stars in eld ngb 1 (hips 1,
2, & 3 eah). Using this benhmark, I then seleted stars in other elds whih are
as bright as the 10000 in other elds. I then measured the delta uxes at these
positions on the orresponding dierene images.
2
For eah eld examined in the searh for planetary transits, a referene image (whih
was reorded under good seeing onditions) was redued with DAOphot II, whih pro-
dued the baseline brightness values stars found in the elds. Output les from DAOphot
II/Allstar were ross-referened for position with the database les produed with dif-
ferene imaging. The delta ux values alulated by dierene imaging were added to
the baseline brightness values determined with DAOphot II, and plaed into the Star-
Base database. Eah of the elds in a StarBase database ould then be aessed by the
planetary transit searh program.
Certain requirements were built into the searh program, in order to rapidly eliminate
lighturves where planetary transits ould not possibly be deteted. The rst requirement
was that all lighturves must ontain more than a set level of 175 observations. This level
was determined when the properties of planetary transits of the objet HD 209458 were
examined; the transits whih were observed had a duration of approximately 3.25 hours
and a period P = 3:52495  0:0003 days (Jha et al. 2000). These parameters gave a
transit duration whih was approximately 4% of the total orbital period, thus only 4%
2
Ian Bond, personal orrespondene, 6 April, 2001.
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Field Name Total Stars Ref Stars 2% Stars
ngb1{red{1 10000 9724 35
ngb1{red{2 10000 10000 67
ngb1{red{3 10000 10000 96
ngb2{red{1 5506 5355 551
ngb2{red{2 6241 5956 771
ngb2{red{3 4044 3846 310
Table 5.1: The table shows the number of andidate stars in eah eld, the number of stars ross
referened to nd absolute ux values and the number of stars in eah eld with photometry better than
2%.
of observations taken at random intervals would our during a transit event. In order
to show a possible transit, but dierentiate it from low noise values, a minimum of seven
observations needed to be obtained during a transit. A minimum of 175 observations
were required to produe seven transit points, on average, with a duration of 4%.
The brightest stars in eah eld were seleted to undergo dierene imaging beause
they show smaller variations in brightness than dimmer stars.
3
Yet this seletion did
not disriminate between stars with low levels of variability that were needed for the
searh and stars with high levels of variability with noise level above 2%. Consequently,
the seond requirement for the searh program was to implement a maximum brightness
standard deviation level of 2% from the mean brightness. This requirement redued the
number of potential transit urves to approximately 0.7% of the total urves averaged
over all CCDs for eld ngb 1 and approximately 10% of the total urves averaged over
all CCDs for eld ngb 2 as shown in table 5.1. Better quality image subtration from the
dierene imaging redution system for eld ngb 2 meant that the quality of photometry
varied substantially between elds, as evidened in gure 5.10.
All of the stars that were passed through the rst two seletion riteria were then
put into the phase spae searh program whih used the maximum value of the ross
orrelation to nd the most probable period. This value was also used to set the third
requirement. Figure 5.5 shows that the ross orrelation value is normally distributed
about zero. A previous searh for planetary transits by the large Hubble Spae Telesope
projet, using (HST) data required the maximum ross orrelation value to be 6.3 whih
gave < 1 false alarm for the entire searh spae(Gilliland at el. 2000). This maximum
value was based on the assumption that the noise in the HST data is lose to the white
noise level, however, the same assumption annot be made about the MOA data.
3
Assuming that the star does not ontain some intrinsi variability.
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of the quality of photometry of the stars in the MOA Galati Bulge elds
ngb 1{1 (top) and ngb 2{1 (bottom). The quality is measured by the standard deviation as a perentage
of the mean ux level for eah star.
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Figure 5.11: A histogram of the ross orrelation values alulated for the potential transit labelled
transit3156 from Galati Bulge eld ngb 1{3. The graph also shows the 5.7 threshold.
The third requirement of the transit program set a lower limit for the maximum ross
orrelation; lighturves that did not exeed this limit were rejeted. The limit's value
was 5.7, whih was alulated using the integral probability of Gaussian statistis (Bev-
ington 1969) and is shown in gure 5.11. Lighturves whih ontained a maximum ross
orrelation value above 5.7 were seleted for a more detailed searh that onentrated
on an area surrounding the period, whih in turn had been alulated from the oarse
searh. The more detailed searh used a 
2
test and the sixth order polynomial model
(shown in equation 5.3) to determine the goodness of t.
Lighturves whih met the three transit riteria were examined with periodograms of
the folded data. These lighturves were then sorted into three ategories: `not interesting',
`interesting' and `very interesting'.
The `very interesting' lighturve (transit5829) was investigated further by using a tran-
sit modelling program developed by Denis Sullivan. This program tted the limb darking
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Categories Number of lighturves
Very Interesting 1
Interesting 15
Not Interesting 79
Table 5.2: The table shows the number of lighturves in eah of the transit ategories.
and geometri transit models to the data and alulated 
2
values for the quality of the
t for both models. For an area of the folded lighturve ranging from 4.8 to 7.2 days
(see the lose up setion of gure 5.12), the program alulated 
2
values for a straight
line at the mean brightness level (16), the limb darking model tted over the transit
event (10) and the limb darking model tted over an area whih did not inlude the
transit event (20). The parameters for the limb darking model whih showed the best
t were: t

= 6.0 days, v
t
= 5.0 R
s
=day , R
p
= 0.11 and b = 0.55, where t

is the time
at the entre of the transit, v
t
is the planetary veloity aross the disk of the host star in
the units of stellar radii per day, R
p
is the radius of the planet relative to the radius of
the host star and b is the minimum distane from the entre of the disk of the host star
to the path of the planet aross the disk relative to the radius of the host star. Assuming
that the host star has a stellar radius of 1R

, the planetary radius was alulated to
be 1R
Jup
. Furthermore, assuming that the stellar mass was 1M

and the planetary
mass was 1M
Jup
the trial period (T = 7.4798 days) was used to alulate the orbital
radius of the planet: D
P
= 8R

.
The 
2
values alulated were signiantly higher than expeted, beause the assoi-
ated unertainties for eah point were not aurate representations of the satter in the
brightness for lighturves whih had been folded. The unertainties alulated show the
level of unertainty for the onditions under whih the observation was obtained. When
unertainties were ompared with observations olleted on the same night, they showed
good orrelation with the level of variation in the brightness. However, when folded
together with observations obtained on dierent nights under dierent onditions, the
unertainties were not as aurate.
A nding hart was produed for the `very interesting' transit lighturve (gure 5.13).
The objet was loated at the CCD oordinates (2012, 359) in the MOA eld ngb 2{2, and
orresponds to the right asension and delination oordinates of (18:02:49.07, -30:01:58.16)
4
.
4
equinox 2000.0 oordinates
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5.3.3 Candidate lighturves
Very interesting lighturve ategory
Figure 5.12: Folded lighturves for the `very interesting' transit urve transit5829. The lose-up view
of the transit shows the folded data overlaid with the best t geometri (blue urve) and limb darking
(green urve) transit models.
Figure 5.13: A nding hart for the `very interesting' transit lighturve transit5829. The hart shows
the position of the objet on the MOA ngb2{red{2 eld's referene image.
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Interesting lighturve ategory
Figure 5.14: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit228. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.15: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit335. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.16: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit1337. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
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Figure 5.17: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit2722. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.18: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit2859. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.19: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit2949. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
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Figure 5.20: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit3156. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.21: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit3175. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.22: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit3816. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
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Figure 5.23: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit4567. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.24: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit4741. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.25: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit5479. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
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Figure 5.26: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit5610. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.27: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit12414. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
Figure 5.28: Folded lighturves for the potential transit urve transit18269. The lose-up view of the
transit shows the folded data overlaid with the sixth order polynomial model.
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5.3.4 Further analysis of planetary transit transit5829.
Figure 5.29: The folded lighturve of the objet transit5829, inluding both 2000 and 2001 data. The
blue points represent the 2000 data and the red points represent the 2001 data. The searh was optimised
for the ombined 2000 and 2001 data and produed a period of 7.4466 days. The folded lighturve is
overlaid with the best t geometri (blue urve) and limb darking (green urve) transit models alulated
for the 2000 data.
During 2001, the MOA projet added a further 466 observations of the eld ngb 1 to
the 237 observations olleted in 2000. These observations allowed for a more detailed
analysis of the very interesting objet transit5829. The two data sets were added together
and the proedure whih searhes for planetary transits was repeated (desribed in setion
5.3.2). The original searh of the 2000 data alulated a period of P = 7.4798 days.
Analysis of both the 2000 and 2001 data foused on the area between seven and eight
days, whih revealed a period of P = 7.4466 days (see gure 5.29).
Figure 5.30: The folded lighturve of the objet transit5829, ontaining only 2001 data folded about
the original period of 7.479 days. The folded lighturve is overlaid with the best t geometri (blue
urve) and limb darking (green urve) transit models alulated for the 2000 data.
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A detailed examination of the 2000 and 2001 folded lighturve suggests that the po-
tential planetary transit was not produed by a real event. The number of observations
olleted during 2000 was 237, while the number of observation olleted in 2001 was 466;
this represents an inrease of approximately 200%. The number of observations whih
ourred within the modelled planetary transit was 13 in the year 2000, the equivalent
number of 2001 observations was 16, an inrease of 23%. This relatively small inrease
suggests that that period of P = 7.4466 was inuened mostly by the observations ol-
leted during the year 2000. Figure 5.30 shows the 2001 data folded around the original
trial period determined for the 2000 data. The lose-up view of this lighturve shows
that there is no signiant deviation in the brightness of the observations from the mean
level at the position of the 2000 transit. A searh for transit events in the 2001 data also
revealed no periodi signals with signiant ross orrelation values between seven and
eight days.
Chapter 6
Conlusions
The primary aim of this thesis was to detet various types of stellar variability using
the extensive observational data sets of the MOA projet. To perform the detetion, an
extration program whih worked in onjuntion with the StarBase database (Reid 2002)
was reated. The extration program was designed to perform searhes for variable stars,
mirolensing events and planetary transits during a single pass of redued images. More-
over, the program was designed so that the values required to produe olour magnitude
diagrams ould be alulated when star elds were observed with the two MOA lters,
MOA-red and MOA-blue.
The searhes for stellar variability in the 1997 MOA LMC and 2000 MOA Galati
Bulge elds were onduted with the extration program and produed 83 Cepheid vari-
ables, 265 long period variables, 59 elipsing binaries and 6 potential mirolensing events.
Sixteen potentially interesting variations that might orrespond to planetary transits were
deteted. For the purpose of this thesis 1 folded lighturve was ategorised as a `very
interesting transit' and 15 were ategorised as `interesting transits'. Cepheid and long
period variables were disovered by using a ombination of the C
++
extration program,
the Welh and Stetson variability index and the Shwarzenberg-Czerny period folding
program. This ombination proved to be suessful when searhing for stars whih dis-
played large variations in brightness. Elipsing binaries were disovered with a modied
version of the planetary transit searh program, whih was used after a searh for variable
stars of the 1997 LMC elds only produed 4 elipsing binaries. A separate searh of the
1997 LMC elds for elipsing binaries used the modied transit program, and loated 40
elipsing binaries, while a searh of the 2000 Galati Bulge elds produed 19 elipsing
binaries. The modied transit program was seleted beause of the similarities between
the lighturves of elipsing binaries and planetary transits. The modiations made to
the transit program were an inrease in the depth of the model transit from 2% to 15%
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of the star's mean brightness and an inrease in the durations of the model transit from
4% to 10% of the trial period. A key theme of this thesis was the identiation of various
types of stellar variability in the MOA database. However, no attempt has been made
to relate these detetions to the various astronomial databases as this was felt to be
outside the sope of the thesis.
To detet mirolensing events in the MOA data, a mirolensing modelling program
that worked in onjuntion with the C
++
extration program was developed. Simulated
lighturves of the MOA data and mirolensing events, whih were previously disovered
by Ian Bond at Mount John University Observatory, were used to test the mirolensing
modelling program. Lighturves of six potential mirolensing events were deteted by the
program. However, further examination of these lighturves showed that the variations in
brightness, modelled as mirolensing events, were likely to be aused by intrinsi variabil-
ity of the stars. Currently, the MOA projet favours using the MOA-red lter more than
the MOA-blue lter by a ratio of 9:1. This ould potentially lead to false mirolensing
alerts, due to large brightness utuations produed by some types of variable stars.
In the end, the author's searh for planetary transits in the MOA data sets was unsu-
essful, but it did illuminate several points onerning observational proedures. In order
to optimise MOA data for any future possible planetary transit searhes, ertain observa-
tional alterations need to be implemented, whih would modify MOA's urrent methods
of observation. These alterations are neessary in order to produe photometri preision
better than 1.5% of the mean brightness of the host star. It is possible to ahieve this
onentrating on elds whose seeing onditions are better than 2 arseonds. To inrease
the probability of observing planetary transits the MOA projet would need to redue
the number of elds observed from 38 to 3 or less.
1
Observations olleted from the 38
elds produes less than 4 images of eah eld per night. To detet short duration, small
amplitude variations in brightness, suh as planetary transits, data points must be folded
into a single trial period and this redues the likelihood of deteting transits, beause of
the nite number of trial periods whih an be examined. The redution in the number
of elds from 38 to 3 or less would inrease the number of images per eld reorded eah
night from less than 4 to greater than 20. Investigation of the data produed by these
images ould diretly observe a planetary transit and use data point folding to onrm
the transit and determine the orbital period of the transiting objet. This inrease would
also improve the quality of photometry beause eah image would be reorded under
1
The MOA projet urrently observes 14 elds towards the Galati Bulge, 16 elds towards the
LMC and 8 elds towards the SMC.
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similar onditions. It would also be pratial to ollet observations through two lters,
as these ould be used to produe olour magnitude diagrams whih, in turn, ould be
used to selet stars whih belong to the main sequene of stellar evolution. It is useful
to eliminate stars whih belong to the red giant group, as they are less likely to reveal
transiting objets of planetary size due to the substantially larger radius of the host star.
If these suggestions were indeed implemented, they would derease the probability of
deteting mirolensing events. Therefore, either the aims and goals of the MOA projet
need to be rethought, or the hanges ould be implemented for (say) only one observing
season.
Figure 6.1: Shows lose-up and extended lighturves of a transit event for the objet OGLE-TR-40
disovered by the OGLE mirolensing group (Udalski et al. 2002). The gure also shows a nding hart
for the objet loated at RA 17:57:10.27, DEC -29:15:38.1.
After this work was essentially ompleted, published researh undertaken by the OGLE
projet implemented proedures similar to the ideas just outlined, during their 2001
searh for planetary transits. OGLE suessfully disovered events whih ould learly be
modelled as planetary transits (Udalski et al. 2002); their searh deteted 46 transit stars
from 52,000 andidate objets whih they observed towards the Galati Bulge. Radius
values for the transiting objets were alulated for eah of the 46 objets, assuming that
the mass of the host stars were all equal to one solar mass. It was alulated that eight
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objets had minimum radius values below 1.5R
Jup
, a gure that is onsistent with the
parameters of the transiting objet HD 209458, whih has a alulated radius of 1.27R
Jup
.
Figure 6.1 shows the lighturves and nding hart of the transiting objet OGLE-TR-40,
whih has a radius value of 1.0R
Jup
. Observations were olleted with the 1.3m Warsaw
telesope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile and seeing onditions were typially
1.2 arseonds. The quality of the seeing onditions ombined with the use of dierene
image analysis produed lighturves where transit events with depths \as small as 10{20
millimagnitude ould routinely be deteted".
2
OGLE's searh proved that it is possible
to detet planetary transits in rowded star elds from ground-based telesopes that are
operated in survey mode. In order to ahieve the same degree of suess from other
international observational sites, it is essential to obtain high quality data, similar to
that produed by OGLE.
Simulated lighturves omprised an important part of the author's transit searh pro-
gram and revealed that it was indeed possible to detet transiting objets using the
software. The prodution of aurate lighturve simulations required detailed analysis of
the statistial properties of the MOA data. These properties revealed that, despite the
use of dierene imaging and the seletion of the brightest stars, the quality of MOA's
photometri data was rarely better than 2% when the projet was operating in survey
mode. The MOA projet also observes single elds intensively when high magniation
mirolensing events reah their peak. Under good seeing onditions, this method of ob-
servation produes photometri preision of approximately 1%. High speed photometry
(10 seond timesales) onduted at Mt John regularly ahieve photometri preision
approahing one part per thousand. However, the two latter methods of observation
are not optimised for the detetion of mirolensing events and, therefore, an not be
used by the MOA projet. Any possible searh for transiting objets undertaken by the
MOA projet in the future must ompensate for the inferior photometry produed by
the mirolensing survey method at the Mt John site when ompared to a site suh as the
Las Campanas Observatory in Chile. Although data olleted at Mt John by the MOA
projet did not reah the photometri preision needed for a suessful searh for plane-
tary transits, it has proved to be more than satisfatory in the detetion of mirolensing
events and variable stars.
2
Udalski et al. 2002.
Appendix A
File examples
A.1 Data redution pipeline photometry les
For eah FITS images entered into the MOA data redution pipeline, two les ontain-
ing photometry data and other information were produed. The <image name>.out le
stores the photometry of eah objet found in the image in the format, star identiation
number, x CCD pixel position, y CCD pixel position, brightness (in units of absolute
magnitude), error in magnitude (in units of absolute magnitude), the bakground sky
brightness (in units of absolute magnitude), star type, an external parameter and aper-
ture size. The extra non-photometry related information of the image is stored in the
<image name>.info le. The # harater on the rst line of the .info le is the stan-
dard omment harater used for the pipeline photometry les and all les whih were
produed by the C
++
extration program.
A.1.1 Example of the pipeline .info le
# Info file for image B273--ngb1--red--1.fit
IMAGE NAME = B273--ngb1--red--1.fit
NUM COLUMNS = 2048
NUM ROWS = 4096
SKY BACKGROUND = 205
FWHM = 5
FILTER = MOA-red
CHIP NUMBER = 1
CHIP PHASE = 0
STARFIELD ID = -1
INTEGRATION TIME = -1
READ FITS = 1
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READ PHOTOMETRY = 1
DATE = 10 4 2000
TIME = 15:14:28
NUM STAR TYPES = 9
9724 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NUM STARS = 9724
MATCHED = 1
STARFIELD = ngb1
X OFFSET = 0
Y OFFSET = 0
ROTATION 11 = 1
ROTATION 12 = 0
ROTATION 21 = 0
ROTATION 22 = 1
SCALING = 1
CAMERA = sekiguhi type 9--CCD Mosai Camera +MESSIA
F-NUMBER = 0
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A.2 Analysis les
Data les ontaining photometry information for the stars reorded were produed by
the extration program and programs alled by the extration program. Colour magni-
tude diagrams were produed using data les reated in the database extration program
and stored brightness and olour information for eah star reorded.
A.2.1 Example of the olour-magnitude data le
# For all stars in the field: nlm 0--1.
# The olumns below are in the format.
# 1) Star number.
# 2) B - R (olour).
# 3) The mean red magnitude.
# 4) The observational filter.
# 5) The y position of the star.
# 6) The x position of the Star.
# 7) The variable index.
# 8) Variable tag. 3: elipsing binary,
# 2: long period variable,
# 1: epheid variable,
# 0: not variable.
#
10075 0.371 16.567 Red 991.990 929.250 3.513 0
10076 0.811 15.386 Red 992.040 281.960 8.233 0
10077 0.174 16.551 Red 992.070 619.550 2.274 0
10078 -0.022 15.204 Red 992.160 725.490 118.208 1
10079 -0.096 16.919 Red 992.170 873.370 1.553 0
10080 0.300 16.875 Red 992.273 465.206 1.908 0
The most ommon format for data les produed during analysis was the photometry
les whih ontained data to be displayed as lighturves. A lighturve shows the vari-
ations in the brightness of a star as a funtion of time. To display lighturves whih
ontain periodi signals the folded lighturve was used. The folded lighturve le has an
additional olumn ontaining the phase. Both the searh for period variable stars and
planetary transits produed folded lighturves for analysis.
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A.2.2 Example of a folded lighturve le
# This file is the folded lighturve reated by the searhperiod
# program, for the star at position: 971.73, 590.64 in the star
# field nlm 3-4. The olumns below are in the format.
# 1) Phase.
# 2) Flux.
# 3) Error.
# 4) Filter ID.
# 5) Time (Julian Day).
# This star has the properties:
# X position = 971.73
# Y position = 590.64
# Number of observations = 144
# Period of pulsation = 3.241
# ANOVA value = 0.866
# Red mean = 14.68
# Blue mean = 14.97
# Variable index = 209.66
#
0.114 11011.518 91.657 red 2450573.0489
0.792 12853.418 433.328 red 2450465.0399
0.704 13233.961 85.598 red 2450467.9965
0.995 11644.273 161.988 red 2450485.1449
0.269 15921.697 191.783 red 2450486.0329
0.312 12852.928 667.862 red 2450486.1726
Appendix B
Program struture
The database extration programs whih were utilised during the searh of the MOA
database were the searh.pp and searhpos.pp programs written by the author.
The searh.pp program analyses all the objets reorded in the database of one eld,
while the searhpos.pp program provides an analysis of a single objet at a given
position on the eld. Although the searh.pp program requires no arguments, the user
is prompted for information suh as the eld name and the type of analysis to inlude.
Figure B.1 shows the struture of the searh.pp program. Lighturves from the periodi
variable searh were plotted before the olour magnitude diagrams were produed, whih
subsequently allowed the position of the variables to be displayed on the diagram. The
lighturves were also plotted after all the objets in the database had been analysed, so
that the program ould run through the eld without interruption. The searhpos.pp
program uses the 6 arguments
-x The x oordinate position of the objet in the eld.
-y The y oordinate position of the objet in the eld.
-a The minimum value of the period in the searh for periodi variables, in units of
days (default value = 1.0).
-b The maximum value of the period in the searh for periodi variables, in units of
days (default value = 50.0).
-p The auray of the searh (default value = 0.01).
-f The value of the lter used in the searh for period variables, where
101 = MOA-Red and 102 = MOA-blue (default lter 101(MOA-red)).
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The searhpos.pp program requires the x and y position arguments, however, the
four subsequent arguments are not required. If any of these four arguments are not
supplied by the user the default values are used by the program.
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Start searh program.
?
Provide eld name.
?
Selet type of searh to run, e.g. searh for period
variables, produe olour magnitude diagram. . .
?
First run through the searh program?
no yes
? ?
Get rst star. Get next star.
?
Retrieve lighturve information (time, magnitude,
error in magnitude and lter information) for the
star.
?
Calulate the mean values, standard deviations,
variable index and olour dierene for the star.
?
Searh for periodi variables?
no yes
?
?
Run the searhperiod program with parameters
provided by the user.
?
Periodi variable found?
no yes
?
?
Write lighturve to disk.

Exit.
?
Searh for mirolensing events?
no yes
??
-
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?
?
Run the searhmiro program with default
parameters.
?
Mirolensing event found?
no yes
?
?
Write lighturve to disk.

Exit.
?
Searh for planetary transits?
no yes
?
?
Run the searhtransit program with default
parameters.
?
Planetary transit found?
no yes
?
?
Write lighturve to disk.

Exit.
?
More stars in database?
?
yes
no
6
Display periodi variables found, if found.
?
Classify variable lighturves.
?
Display mirolensing lighturves, if found.
?
Classify mirolensing lighturves.
?
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?
Display transit lighturves, if found.
?
Classify transit lighturves.
?
Produe olour magnitude diagram,
using MOA-Red lter?
no yes
?
Run the searhred program.
?
Display olour magnitude diagram.
?
Produe olour magnitude diagram,
using MOA-Blue lter?
no yes
?
Run the searhblue program.
?
Display olour magnitude diagram.
?
Produe olour-olour diagram?
no yes
?
Run the searholour program.
?
Display olour-olour diagram.
?
Produe variable index le?
no yes
?
Run the searhindex program.
?
Exit.
Figure B.1: Flow diagram of the struture of the searh.pp database extration programs.
Appendix C
Catalogue
The atalogue inludes the properties of all Cepheid variables, elipsing binaries and
planetary transits found during the analysis of stellar variability in the MOA database.
Eah objet is listed by the name alloated to the lighturve by the C
++
extration
program. This name was determined by the type of variability displayed by the objet and
the running number of the lighturve whih was also supplied by the extration program.
The properties listed for eah objet were, the eld origin (using the standard MOA eld
names), the right asension (RA) and delination (DEC) (equinox 2000.0 oordinates),
the mean brightness of the objet (in units of apparent magnitude) observed with the
MOA-Red lter and the alulated period of the brightness variations displayed by the
objet in units of days.
The RA and DEC positions for objets in the 2000 Galati Bulge elds were alulated
using a C program designed by Jovan Skuljan of the University of Canterbury for the
MOA projet. This program uses the Guide Star Catalog (GSC) to transform CCD pixel
oordinates to RA and DEC oordinates and requires the x and y position of the objets
on the CCD and the standard MOA eld name. The x and y position for eah objet
was determined during the redution proess and reorded in the lighturve le by the
extration program.
RA and DEC oordinates for objets loated in the 1997 LMC elds were determined
with images from the ESO (European Southern Observatory) online digitised sky survey
(http://arhive.eso.org/dss/dss). These digital images, whih ontained the RA and DEC
oordinates, were ompared to the 1997 MOA LMC referene elds, whih ontained
the CCD pixel oordinates of the Cepheid variables and elipsing binaries. The mean
brightness and period values were alulated by funtions in the extration program and
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reorded in the lighturve le
1
.
Figure C.1: The gure shows the position of variable stars found in the MOA nlm 1 eld. The Cepheid
variables are represented in red and the elipsing binaries are represented in blue. The position of the
MOA nlm 1 has been overlaid an image of the LMC from the ESO online digitized sky survey. As
expeted, the distribution of variable stars appears orrelated with the stellar density of the eld.
1
An example of the lighturve le ontaining the x and y pixel positions, the mean brightness and
the period of pulsation is shown in appendix A.2.2.
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C.1 Catalogue of MOA LMC Cepheid variables
Name Field RA hh
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
De dd
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
Mean Period
epheid12369 nlm 3{3 05 08 28.77 -69 07 49.34 15.02 2.788
epheid12321 nlm 3{3 05 08 29.26 -69 08 51.42 14.86 3.380
epheid8699 nlm 0{3 05 08 46.84 -68 59 45.84 12.92 13.904
epheid7475 nlm 0{9 05 08 47.50 -69 39 33.91 14.86 3.586
epheid9644 nlm 3{3 05 08 51.92 -69 14 47.48 14.78 3.586
epheid7140 nlm 0{9 05 08 54.22 -69 36 40.02 13.18 0.904
epheid5611 nlm 0{6 05 09 24.88 -69 19 29.10 14.14 3.781
epheid5416 nlm 0{3 05 09 26.86 -68 58 02.74 14.44 4.455
epheid3688 nlm 0{6 05 09 49.28 -69 17 30.35 15.07 2.758
epheid3082 nlm 0{3 05 09 53.91 -68 59 30.71 13.36 8.190
epheid3045 nlm 3{3 05 09 59.54 -69 08 51.25 14.10 5.792
epheid8250 nlm 1{3 05 10 57.24 -69 01 40.96 12.88 15.129
epheid7268 nlm 1{6 05 11 10.36 -69 18 42.30 14.55 2.483
epheid10687 nlm 2{9 05 11 33.63 -69 47 51.85 14.86 3.505
epheid17268 nlm 3{2 05 12 29.34 -69 14 02.90 13.28 10.348
epheid15921 nlm 3{2 05 12 37.58 -69 12 39.43 14.50 3.993
epheid6800 nlm 0{2 05 12 47.14 -69 00 19.53 13.20 4.988
epheid13743 nlm 3{2 05 12 50.33 -69 06 25.06 13.66 6.881
epheid6254 nlm 0{2 05 12 53.61 -68 57 22.52 14.71 3.486
epheid6142 nlm 0{2 05 12 54.17 -69 01 37.58 15.49 1.929
epheid4604 nlm 3{8 05 13 18.09 -69 52 56.47 14.88 2.706
epheid3032 nlm 0{2 05 13 32 05 -68 56 38.80 14.83 2.779
epheid1663 nlm 0{2 05 13 47.35 -69 04 32.60 14.70 3.359
epheid3041 nlm 3{2 05 13 54.40 -69 05 13.10 14.74 3.362
epheid1080 nlm 0{2 05 13 54.53 -69 00 30.82 15.00 2.916
epheid13171 nlm 1{5 05 14 00.58 -69 15 59.97 13.86 2.199
epheid10966 nlm 1{2 05 14 03.55 -69 03 54.86 14.01 4.909
epheid12593 nlm 1{5 05 14 04.07 -69 21 19.68 13.55 43.662
epheid10835 nlm 1{2 05 14 04.61 -69 00 42.64 15.02 2.907
epheid10134 nlm 1{2 05 14 12.21 -69 01 22.63 14.24 5.151
epheid10021 nlm 1{5 05 14 27.27 -69 25 12.67 13.70 4.458
epheid9436 nlm 1{8 05 14 27.93 -69 42 29.63 14.84 3.417
epheid9157 nlm 2{5 05 14 41.96 -69 30 36.94 15.01 2.553
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Table C.1 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Name Field RA hh
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
De dd
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
Mean Period
epheid4991 nlm 1{5 05 15 13.28 -69 23 01.21 13.54 7.877
epheid4708 nlm 2{2 05 15 17.42 -69 07 51.19 14.62 3.446
epheid4548 nlm 2{5 05 15 23.09 -69 26 32.88 14.42 3.919
epheid1618 nlm 1{2 05 15 36.90 -69 03 54.08 13.28 11.089
epheid2291 nlm 2{2 05 15 37.78 -69 07 50.40 14.74 3.540
epheid2247 nlm 2{2 05 15 38.63 -69 15 00.60 13.64 7.286
epheid8169 nlm 0{4 05 15 43.32 -69 22 01.11 14.40 4.285
epheid1457 nlm 2{2 05 15 46.16 -69 14 13.18 14.64 3.446
epheid10409 nlm 3{4 05 15 47.30 -69 30 33.90 14.68 3.241
epheid10077 nlm 0{1 05 15 49.61 -69 02 22.83 15.20 2.294
epheid1170 nlm 2{5 05 15 52.31 -69 30 37.77 14.62 3.241
epheid9207 nlm 0{1 05 15 53.28 -69 01 42.54 14.42 2.780
epheid7454 nlm 0{4 05 15 54.53 -69 21 48.23 14.71 4.152
epheid8691 nlm 0{1 05 15 55.97 -68 57 39.09 14.81 3.026
epheid8479 nlm 0{1 05 15 57.81 -68 56 36.00 14.99 2.896
epheid8706 nlm 0{1 05 15 57.85 -69 03 59.03 14.21 4.806
epheid9577 nlm 3{4 05 15 58.03 -69 32 20.95 13.43 8.675
epheid9275 nlm 3{4 05 16 00.01 -69 28 33.72 14.67 1.664
epheid8199 nlm 0{1 05 16 01.53 -68 59 24.02 14.10 5.686
epheid10601 nlm 3{7 05 16 01.66 -69 47 32.21 14.85 3.196
epheid8994 nlm 3{4 05 16 04 37 -69 28 33.32 13.34 6.169
epheid7964 nlm 0{1 05 16 05.40 -69 01 21.00 14.71 3.485
epheid8745 nlm 3{4 05 16 07.84 -69 32 43.86 13.27 10.242
epheid10336 nlm 3{1 05 16 08.39 -69 14 59.62 14.14 6.777
epheid7300 nlm 0{1 05 16 13.10 -68 57 17.06 14.81 3.087
epheid7503 nlm 3{4 05 16 20.77 -69 30 18.90 15.00 60.904
epheid7487 nlm 0{7 05 16 36.27 -69 42 38.88 14.54 2.379
epheid6395 nlm 3{7 05 16 48.14 -69 44 23.08 13.90 41.460
epheid4318 nlm 0{1 05 16 51.97 -69 01 25.53 13.60 9.201
epheid5938 nlm 0{7 05 16 52.43 -69 39 14.77 14.56 3.976
epheid4342 nlm 3{4 05 16 59.38 -69 30 38.64 14.67 3.568
epheid1731 nlm 0{4 05 17 23.11 -69 21 01.45 13.44 8.165
epheid2308 nlm 3{1 05 17 33.83 -69 12 06.03 14.80 2.979
epheid12213 nlm 2{7 05 17 38.14 -69 45 28.30 14.44 5.571
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Name Field RA hh
Æ
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Æ
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Mean Period
epheid1623 nlm 3{1 05 17 39.02 -69 09 30.58 14.68 3.079
epheid10522 nlm 2{7 05 17 58 07 -69 47 26.52 14.74 3.045
epheid10723 nlm 1{7 05 17 59.79 -69 39 01.08 14.18 4.815
epheid9642 nlm 1{7 05 18 09.94 -69 39 09.92 14.54 3.788
epheid8550 nlm 1{7 05 18 20.43 -69 43 27.03 14.90 15.847
epheid5772 nlm 1{4 05 18 24.48 -69 21 54.55 12.93 13.522
epheid5841 nlm 1{7 05 18 44.93 -69 38 29.19 13.75 6.456
epheid4178 nlm 1{1 05 18 46.77 -69 03 17.85 13.66 71.191
epheid3594 nlm 1{4 05 18 51.87 -69 21 33.47 14.64 2.961
epheid4863 nlm 1{7 05 18 54.35 -69 39 20.51 14.19 4.206
epheid4228 nlm 1{7 05 18 59.42 -69 34 11.81 14.58 3.721
epheid2668 nlm 2{1 05 19 02.17 -69 06 36.18 15.28 2.939
epheid2582 nlm 2{1 05 19 05.04 -69 13 07.86 14.47 1.931
epheid2191 nlm 1{4 05 19 10.72 -69 22 59.82 14.47 3.497
epheid2381 nlm 1{7 05 19 17.11 -69 36 25.12 12.75 13.284
epheid1359 nlm 2{1 05 19 19.09 -69 14 54.46 14.02 5.568
epheid1585 nlm 2{7 05 19 27.74 -69 51 59.11 14.43 17.500
Table C.1: The table shows the properties of the 84 Cepheid variables found in the MOA LMC elds.
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Name Field RA hh
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
De dd
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
Mean Period
elipsing7293 nlm 0{9 05 08 50.38 -69 38 06.09 16.11 1.174
elipsing5508 nlm 0{3 05 09 26 70 -68 54 53.99 14.26 1.339
elipsing4436 nlm 0{6 05 09 39.70 -69 20 38.69 13.76 1.990
elipsing3460 nlm 0{3 05 09 48.81 -69 01 57.59 16.02 0.688
elipsing693 nlm 0{9 05 10 17.56 -69 39 53.92 16.07 1.032
elipsing8564 nlm 2{3 05 11 00.48 -69 13 20.34 15.21 1.076
elipsing5297 nlm 2{6 05 11 22.46 -69 33 33.88 16.85 1.361
elipsing3924 nlm 1{3 05 11 39.34 -68 54 55.85 12.82 2.556
elipsing9411 nlm 0{2 05 12 18.20 -68 58 15.88 16.31 2.390
elipsing8100 nlm 0{5 05 12 35.97 -69 17 58.89 15.74 1.150
elipsing10089 nlm 3{2 05 13 12.07 -69 08 09.90 16.02 1.240
elipsing5078 nlm 3{5 05 13 19.57 -69 27 27.91 16.42 1.788
elipsing3193 nlm 0{5 05 13 36.04 -69 22 58.94 15.66 1.054
elipsing3166 nlm 3{5 05 13 38.98 -69 32 47.94 14.89 2.729
elipsing2674 nlm 0{5 05 13 41.98 -69 18 56.29 12.76 1.789
elipsing2536 nlm 0{5 05 13 44.10 -69 17 10.88 16.11 0.777
elipsing1738 nlm 3{5 05 13 48 28 -69 29 41.86 13.54 3.219
elipsing2301 nlm 3{5 05 13 51.97 -69 31 59.63 15.86 1.531
elipsing13723 nlm 2{5 05 13 58.81 -69 32 08.92 13.45 1.609
elipsing9262 nlm 1{2 05 14 22.69 -69 05 09.55 16.31 1.640
elipsing8324 nlm 1{2 05 14 32.18 -69 01 33.38 17.80 3.192
elipsing8066 nlm 1{8 05 14 41.50 -69 38 01.82 16.90 2.165
elipsing6708 nlm 2{2 05 14 59.94 -69 11 06.35 17.49 0.728
elipsing5462 nlm 0{4 05 15 26.10 -69 20 32.93 14.47 3.634
elipsing2378 nlm 2{2 05 15 36.69 -69 07 58.99 15.53 3.524
elipsing1616 nlm 1{5 05 15 44.35 -69 17 30.30 15.48 4.566
elipsing11441 nlm 0{7 05 15 54.09 -69 42 35.26 13.90 15.810
elipsing8138 nlm 3{4 05 16 14.80 -69 31 33.89 14.94 3.213
elipsing5764 nlm 3{4 05 16 42.63 -69 32 42.50 14.96 2.800
elipsing5746 nlm 3{4 05 16 42.93 -69 33 57.31 15.49 5.088
elipsing2138 nlm 2{1 05 16 55.53 -69 09 24.40 15.84 1.136
elipsing4837 nlm 3{7 05 17 05.48 -69 45 33.46 15.20 1.432
elipsing2654 nlm 3{4 05 17 19.31 -69 34 00.01 15.70 4.720
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elipsing1820 nlm 3{4 05 17 28.73 -69 28 06.78 15.20 2.211
elipsing1684 nlm 3{7 05 17 40.51 -69 45 26.73 13.59 3.711
elipsing9732 nlm 2{7 05 18 06.00 -69 48 25.42 14.01 1.553
elipsing9755 nlm 1{7 05 18 09.48 -69 44 48.92 15.12 2.669
elipsing5530 nlm 1{4 05 18 28.11 -69 23 44.54 16.74 2.184
elipsing4811 nlm 1{4 05 18 36.62 -69 23 43.66 16.01 2.765
elipsing2819 nlm 1{7 05 19 15.15 -69 42 31.63 14.61 2.726
Table C.2: The table shows the properties of the four elipsing binaries found in the rst searh of the
MOA LMC elds and the properties of the 40 elipsing binaries found in the seond searh of the same
elds.
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C.3 Catalogue of MOAGalati Bulge elipsing binaries
Name Field RA hh
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
De dd
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
Mean Period
elipsing486 ngb 1{3 17 54 36.29 -29 03 47.70 11.67 2.536
elipsing25986 ngb 1{3 17 54 57.21 -29 41 41.52 11.13 7.424
elipsing13327 ngb 1{3 17 55 03.05 -29 53 03.54 11.01 1.678
elipsing9581 ngb 1{2 17 55 23.89 -29 12 43.66 11.38 3.582
elipsing46 ngb 1{1 17 55 28.48 -29 34 06.93 12.20 2.549
elipsing4631 ngb 1{1 17 55 33.75 -29 46 24.89 12.56 5.355
elipsing16391 ngb 1{3 17 55 59.46 -29 50 27.61 11.32 4.534
elipsing34328 ngb 1{2 17 55 59.54 -29 30 34.07 11.45 2.161
elipsing2476 ngb 1{1 17 56 01.45 -29 40 32.77 12.65 1.352
elipsing26988 ngb 1{3 17 57 45.93 -28 40 32.45 11.21 1.658
elipsing1488 ngb 1{1 17 57 48.67 -29 37 38.51 11.94 6.318
elipsing5174 ngb 1{2 17 58 00.88 -29 09 15.64 11.04 1.280
elipsing23546 ngb 1{2 17 58 23.82 -29 53 14.67 11.78 3.647
elipsing1777 ngb 1{1 17 58 25.55 -29 38 22.57 12.51 2.298
elipsing2143 ngb 2{2 17 59 20.64 -29 45 22.21 12.08 12.156
elipsing5441 ngb 2{3 17 59 55.26 -29 13 57.89 12.03 0.639
elipsing784 ngb 2{2 18 01 26.08 -29 39 32.28 12.19 3.720
elipsing1010 ngb 2{2 18 01 54.84 -29 40 28.14 11.48 1.594
elipsing5286 ngb 2{2 18 02 04.03 -29 59 19.77 12.08 2.139
Table C.3: The table shows the properties of the nineteen elipsing binaries found in the MOA ngb 1
and ngb 2 elds.
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C.4 Catalogue of MOA Galati Bulge potential planetary
transits
Name Field RA hh
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
De dd
Æ
mm
0
ss
00
Mean Period
Very interesting ategory
transit5829 ngb 2{2 18 02 49.01 -30 01 58.03 11.89 7.480
Interesting ategorie
transit12414 ngb 1{2 17 57 05.74 -29 14 54.07 11.65 3.225
transit18269 ngb 1{3 17 57 54.92 -28 48 41.94 10.99 5.617
transit2722 ngb 1{1 17 58 13.91 -29 41 00.66 12.19 4.082
transit228 ngb 2{2 17 59 05.78 -29 36 52.76 11.71 2.036
transit5610 ngb 2{2 17 59 21.46 -30 01 04.41 11.74 6.581
transit5479 ngb 2{3 17 59 35.48 -29 13 51.78 11.63 4.722
transit4741 ngb 2{1 18 00 23.07 -30 27 38.18 11.81 2.512
transit3816 ngb 2{1 18 00 48.61 -30 22 41.84 12.50 7.314
transit3175 ngb 2{1 18 01 19.99 -30 19 30.27 12.11 4.298
transit1337 ngb 2{1 18 01 27.21 -30 10 24.40 12.23 2.088
transit2859 ngb 2{1 18 01 33.85 -30 17 44.15 12.06 4.881
transit2949 ngb 2{3 18 01 55.51 -29 22 31.55 11.84 2.949
transit3156 ngb 2{2 18 02 47.14 -29 49 15.00 11.98 4.082
transit4541 ngb 2{2 18 02 47.15 -29 55 52.86 11.99 2.685
transit335 ngb 2{1 18 02 53.91 -30 05 11.20 11.84 3.859
Table C.4: The table shows the properties of the fteen interesting and one very interesting potential
planetary transits found in the MOA ngb 1 and ngb 2 elds.
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